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Vi&Ths New Exhibit Hall Decorated at an BAKX OFFICIALS

Wired Four Times
MAGEE INDICTED
the
Hour
The
Grand
New
on
First Day,
For Home Money
Early
ON LIBEL CHARGE
Stand Ready and Grounds in Fine Shape, The UliDER MMCTMEHT We have been informed
by parties
who are in a position to know, that a
Second Annual Ceremonial Started Off With a
GRAND JURY OF SANTA FE man frem Flagstaff dropped off at ON CHARGE OF CRIMINAL
Grand March Behind Indian Band and at Two INDICT A NUMBER OF Gallup a few days ago and in his LIBELING C. J. ROBERTS
rounds about town trot muled up. and
PERSONS AND PROSECU- the
ACCOUNT OF AN EDI- more he muled the more he was
O'clock on Thursday a Great Crowd Witnessed TIONS
MAY FOLLOW
solicited by our bootleggers.
TORIAL
Having
the First Day's Program. Gallup American Coal
spent all his pocket change, he
ed to go home, and wired for $100. He
N.
13.
SANTA
Five
M.,
SANTA FE, N. M., Sept. 1FE,
Sept.
3Company Gave a Holiday Thursday and Gallup former officers
and employes of the didn't go. After blowing in the S100 Carl C. Mairee. editor of thn
New
more
for
mule, he wired a second time Mexico Sate Tribune
Capital City Bank today were for another
of
Albuquerque.
Business Houses Closed for the Afternoon Pro- - defunct
$100. He muled this, and
announced to have been indicted by
wns inuicieu oy me
in the
the Santa Fe county grand jury which wired a third time. That went for district court on a grana jury
of crimincharge
he
mule.
Then
and
tried
more,
gram.
reported late yesterday.
wired the fourth time, and this time ally libeline C. J. Roberta nf Rnnt
The first thing to attract
They were It. L. Thornton, Wil was successful
in catching his train Fe, former justice of the supreme
liam Beacham. N. L. Wilson. T.
visitors at the Ceremonial on ff. It. CARMAN
cuuri.
I
W!ntoi fnrmaw n,OJag8tall,
f
The

ANNOUNCEMENT
ARTHUR

BRISBANE
Writing For
THE GALLUP HERALD

decid-
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indictment, which was return- the opening day was the exhiblit rAiirea ihn fnanrla nf 4ha Vn
tell 7ou thaYH
night and made public today,
it hall. At an early hour on
ed from
SLAYERS ON TRIAL
based'this fellow did the right tning--he
mg in the district
the first day the hall was ready
"
M
de- - spent ms money in Uallup instead of r-on
a
prohibition against receiving
for visitors with the most com
Jt n Flagstaff, Thw does not S?1,10";,, in..a,!?.r?Se.r of ,aIl'
while the bank was in an insol- posits
collection
of
Indian pro MEN ACCUSED OF KILLING vent nnrlitinn
plete
"
.
.dcihc hio inun, .uuuurKKlllif joilll,.
"(
ducts ever gathered under one GALLUP CITIZEN NOW Whether C.
Flagstaff, as well as wh'c,h .chfle t.hat Roberts partici-.Zformerly 0' GalIuP
decision of the supreme
and
such
Albu-Ptd
Santa
in
Fe
in
joints
roof in this section. All of the
nas jeit
- hv whii h firm
oi
.r.
enn
ON TRIAL AT LOS LUNAS president and
other place, honM'
Santa Fe
other officers were
near-b- y
Indian Agencies were
OTHER TRIALS
bootlegging joints wV"hinHth
dieted could not be learned, as thee
Crlst iH Alexander
represented in the hall. Pre
t. have robbed noor duDes for three and;
ti,
;ot,
Read,
close them,
miums will be published in our LOS LUNAS. Sent. 11. Trial nt B Delgado not to reveal the names ofifou.r .years. u .ig lm
preliminary hearing, when
next issue.
of the persons named in the irrand "u .lu"re ' "'uieiy no excuse ior At the
Y. Smith and M. C. McCulley,
charged any
Magec was bound over to the grand
iurv's bills exceDt those he had under continuing in business
with
murder
R.
of
the
William
note
Car
in
of
attendance
Among people
Another case: One of the rood citi jury, counsel for Magee admitted the
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Arthur Brisbane is the most
widely read and highest paid
newspaper writer in the world.
Under the heading "This Week
this paper presents his column
in this issue.
Read it.
Mr. Brisbane, now receives
$260,000 a year for his news
column. This newspaper is in
position to furnish this excellent
feature to its readera thru its
membership in the Publishers
of New
Autocaster Service

,

.,

'

opening, were: Princess Tsian-in- a, man, a Santa Fe brakeman, near
noted Cherokee linger; Carl Moon Grants, N. M., is under way at Los
ox Pasadena, Cal., artist; Herbert J. Lunas. The entire day was occupied
inonaay in securing a jury and yesterand Mrs. King Gillette Sr., and King day the state began the presentation
Gillette Jr. and party; Kr. and Mrs, oi its case, f our witnesses were exJackson of Hartford. Conn.; Mrs. amined yesterday. It is understood the
Gertrude A. Butler, music teacher of state has 20 witnesses. District At
the Cotton, Cat., schools; Mrs. Stella torney Fred Nicholas has charee of
Leviston, representing American Na the prosecution. The defendants are
tional Parks; Miss Amelia White of represented by . P. Davies of Santa
New York City, dealer in Indian hand Fe.
Carman was murdered on April 27
work; Neill M. Judd of Washington
D. C, for the National Geographic on a freight train between Lamina
Society; Prof. Earl Alexander of Los and Grants. His body, which showed
Angeles, noted tenor singer; Dr. W. evidence of having been beaten, and
T. Mayo and wife of the Mayo Bro- with a bullet wound in the heart and
three fingers shot away, was found
thers Institute of Rochester, Minn.
The program for yesterday, Friday, in a coal car. A few days later Smith
was carried out as per schedule, and was arrested at Bluewater and somewhat later McCulley also was arrest
today, Saturday, closes the Ceremoned, In the southern part ef the state
ial.
Smith and McCulley previously had
The new grand stand adds to the
escaped from the county jail at Estan-ci- a,
attraction, accommodating people in
and the theory of the state is that
a comfortable way, out of dust and they attempted
to steal a ride on Carin the shade of the afternoon sun- man's train and were accosted by him.
shine, facing the grounds towards the A gun belonging to Carman is said to
east. The building of the new grand have been found in Smith's
possesstand in time to accommodate the sion.
second annual Ceremonial was a big
All 'of the Valencia county jurymen
undertaking for the directors. This, not sitting in the Smith and McCulhall,
new
exhibit
in addition to the
ley case have been excused until Octocontributed greatly to the success of ber 8, when the
jury has been sumthe Ceremonial.
moned to hear the case of Tom Mace,
In our next week's issue we will be who is charged with the murder of
able to announce the dates for 1924 Buck Moore at Breece, a lumber
camp,
-Ceremonial, and beginning with our
this year.
next week's issue we will advertise early
the 1924 Ceremonial from start to

at the

,
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Dr. E. P. Sellard

finish.

Other buildings, a number of
are to be added for the 1924

Enlarges Plant

ho-ga-

'

Ceremonial.

Forest Educational
Ceremonial Display
Kartchner and J. C. Kircher
are here from Albuquerque to super
vise the Educational Display at the
Ceremonial in the interest of the Forestry Department. Te object of this
disDlay is to educate the public, In
K. C.

dians and all, of the value of preventing fires and how to protect our fast
disappearing timDer.

Dr. E. Parke Sellard will enlarge
his optical plant by the addition of
three modern machines for the exam- mation ox eyes and making and fitting glasses. One machine will be the
latest model Opthalmometer of the
Universal type, one DeZaag Setmaa-cop- e
and one Opthalmoscope, also a

cabinet for sterilzing. This lay-owill give the Dr. Sellard plant the
most complete that money can buy
for taking care of his ever increasing
ut

optical

business.

J

All five furnished bond.
Sheriff Delgado said he was in
formed that Mardorf was willing to
return to Santa Fe at any time he
learned the authorities wanted him.
Ed Heath was indicted on the
charge of murder in connection with
the death of Tom Potterton at San
Pedro, Santa Fe county.
An indictment returned aganist
"Bob" Lynn more than a year ago in
connection with the closing of a bank
here, which later reopened, was dismissed in the district court on motion
of District Attorney Alex Read.
Read said Lynn was the only of
ficer of the bank indicted and he considered "any move to make him the
goat highly improper."
o

Bank Depositors
Met Monday Night
McKinley County Bank depositors
'
at county court house Monday
night to discuss plans for the protection of depositors in that bank. The
meeting was presided over by Mayor
John J. Kirk, and after some discussion, a committee of ten were appointed to represent the depositors, as follows:' J. W. Hannett, C. F. Reinhardt,
John J. Kirk, S. P. Vidal, L. L. Sabin,
John Odissio, John Thatcher, J. H.
Boscher, John Arms and Dr. W. D.
Cornell.
It has beer, the policy of The Gallup
Herald not to publish rumors about
the closing of the' McKinley County
bank, as rumors do not mean any
Statements made by parties
thing.
that the bank would be able to pay out
at so and so percentage have been die
regarded by this paper.. We believe
that such statements tend to mislead
the public, and do not serve the interest of those who are directly interested in the bank's affairs. The fact
that the affairs of the bank are in the
hands of State officials is all the official information that any newspaper
can make every other statement is
mere rumor,
met

zens of McKinley county told us that
a member of ins family gets drunk
every time he comes to Gallup. The
bootleggers know him, and as soon as
he hits town they go after him. They
get him started drinking by inviting
him to call 'round, give him a few,
then from that time on it is easy sail-ni- g
for the bootlegger. This fellow
stays in Gallup till his money is all
gone. When he has no more money
the bootleggers have no more free
drinks.
It is the same old system net the
fellows drinking, then rob them. And
this same old system is going on all
the time in Gallup.

New Mexico State
Tennis Tournament
Next Sunday, September 16, the
New Mexico State Tennis tournament,

under auspices of Border States Tennis Association snd Gallup Tennis
Club, will meet at Gallup. Games will
be played at the Gallup Tennis Court
and Gamerco.
Players will be here
from Roswel, Raton, Socorro, Albuquerque and other points. This promises to be one of the most interesting meets in the history of the Association.

F. A.

Ferrante

Adds Optical Room

ay

Los Angeles.

o

In ages gone by an eclipse of the
moon and sun was considered by people as a sure sign of angry gods. In
olden times armies would withdraw in
frantic haste if "fcn eclipse "happened
at the time of battle. In olden davs.
an eclipse of the moon and sun was
considered to be nothing more than an
r.
act of some
enlightened people know that when
the moon passes between us and the
sun that it is merely an eclipse.
Monday, September 10, the moon
got between us and the sun. That is,
if we happened to be living in the
path of the shaddow of the moon as
it passed between us and the sun. People living to the far north, or to the
far south, or to the east or west of
the line or path of the moon's' shaddow under the sun, did not have an
eclipse.
In olden times human beings did not
know how to calculate the travels of
the moon, stars and sun.
we know how to figure light, distances and places. We know how far
the moon is from the earth, and by
our system of measuring light we
know when an eclipse is due. There
are people living, and some in Gallup,
who believe that an eclipse is something which must be credited to an
r.
Such people
act of the
are not guided by knowledge, but by
supor-powe-

Now-a-day- s,

Move Supreme Court Closer.
Two Great Anniversaries.
Great Man Coming.
Forests From the Air.
By ARTHUR

"

BRISBANE

'

Learned gentlemen of the Bar Association want the United States Supreme Court removed from Washington "far from the influences of Congress," which means the influence of
the people that elect Congress and appoint Supreme Court judges through
their paid servant, the President.
Some citizens think the Supreme
Court is quite far enough away from
the influence of the people already,
that it would not do any harm to
bring it back a little closer.
Two great anniversaries approach:
Fifty years ago this week, the typewriting macine began its career, saving time, increasing efficiency and,
most important of all, introducing
into business the good influence of
hundreds of thousands of women.
Fifty years ago Americans began
the manufacture of Portland cement,
which is, to building, what the typewriter is to business. For the first
0
ten years this country made only
Backs, and American plants now
a capacity of 600,000,000
possess
36,-00-

sacks.
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is wise.

Dr. Curtis, professor of botany, at
The Gallup Herald acknowledges
Columbia,
says the destruction of our
Mcof
invitation
an
to visit
receipt
come In ten years. Thanks
forests
may
oaney ior me Dig celebration on to the flying machine that
destruction
September 15 and 16. L. R. Sanchez need not happen.
Our 832,000,000
Jr. tells us that there will be dances, acres of
virgin forest have been rechicken pulls, races, and everything
duced to 140,000,000 acres. But what
on the program to entertain the peo
men have cut down in centures fliers
ple, and all are invited. ,
could replant, scattering seeds from
o
airplanes in four or five years easily.
Millions of acres of mountain land,
cut off or burnt over could be replantTo
Roads ed from the air and the Agricultural
Department should be supplied with
SANTA FE, N. M.. Sept. 10.
the men, money, seeds and machines
Heavy damage has been done to roads to do it.
all over the state in the last few
A distinguished senator suggests
months by rains and floods. It was
estimated at $75,000 by State High- buying one of the palaces in Berlin
way Engineer James A. French, to for the United States ambassador.
Palaces in all capitals for our demoday.
The greatest destruction was be- cratic ambassadors, to be Paid for br
tween McCarty and Guam, where the the people, are suggested seriously.
damage was placed at $25,000. Four There are several second band crowns
miles of completed road was washed drifting around Europe at barln
out on project 74, under construction prices. Why not get one of those for
at the time between McCarty and each American ambassador? It ou
Horace. 18 miles lone in all. Project must make an ass of yourself, do It
75, further west, alio suffered.
thoroughly.

$75,000 Damage
State
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THIS WEEK

The Moon Passed
Under The Sun

McGaffey Celebration
September 6

5

By the old rule of multiplying readfor each paper printed something
like 22,500 people read last week's
Gallup Herald.
The K. A M. Drug Company news
stand sold thvee times its usual number; the Banner Drug Store sold three
times its egular order; the Harvey
House news stand sold twice as many,
and the office sales was around 800.
Besides our regular mailing list,
last week's issue was distributed by
the Chamber of Commerce, the Gallup State Bank, the Gallup Mercantile
Company; C. N. Cotton Company, J.
Wylie,
C. Penney Company, Lebeck
The Style Shop, the White Garage, F.
S. Lawrence, J. A. Watson, S. P. 'Vidal and others. Many who were interested placed their Herald special with
the Chamber of Commerce for distri-

CrA

York.

ilization, maybe that during the next
Louis Chalif tells the American
hundred years an eclipse of the moon
and sun will not be governed by any Dancing Teachers' Society that body
notion of superstition, but understood and brain are improved by dancing.
Nature knew it long ago. The aniby the route of knowledge.
mals danced, lizards, dinosaurs, Juno
gle fowl, goats and monkeys, lmg before man came. What Nature orders

-

.

j

Lloyd George, will be here in a few
In addition to the installation of
weeks. You will see and hear a real
the optical room, the music depart superstitution.
The eclipse of the moon and sun of man, when he comes. Without him,
ment will be enlarged with Miss Leo- Monday, this week, centered over a to manage England and her Allies in
ta Ross in charge.
line across northern Mexico and thajig war, putting England's armies
southern California. The shaddow was under Foch, supplying the Allies with
partial in Gallup. Here we saw just money and ammunition, William of
part of the moon as it passed under Hohenzollern would probably be still
the sun. Had we been living in north- Kaiser, and on a bigger scale, with
ern Mexico or southern California, "a newly captured throne" for each of
directly under the moon's shaddow, we his sons.
See and hear Lloyd George, if you
could nave witnessed a full or complete eclipse, or would have been in a can. He is the greatest democrat that
path where the sun would have been Euope has produced since Cromwel,
obscure for several minutes.
and history will say so, whatever TorIf people continue to advance in civ- ies may say now.

ers

Next year's Ceremonial special will
be issued at least two weeks before
Cm dates of the CernoniaL
T7e
jw. . . .

juoww wo Buvnji aim, mei ciure, nu
libel was constituted in the alleged
offense.
Judge Reed Holloman overruled the
demurrer.
Magee was here last evening and
furnished bond.

Now-a-da-

F. A. Ferrante is adding an optical
room to his jewelry and music place.
Already the flooring has been laid and
ready for the new equipment which
will be of latest improved appliances
and machinery. Victor E. Bergstrom,
a graduate optician, will be in charge.
Mr. Bergstrom comes to Gallup from

on.

bution.

editorial was in error and presented

a demurrer to the evidence presented
by the state, alleging that no coitud- tion on the part of the supreme court

One of the Present Day Wonders

COMPLIMENTS
The Ceremonial Souvenir edition of
The Gallup Herald, issued last week,
occasioned more compliments ior mis
previous effort we
paper than
have ever made. People who have
never before mentioned any gooa compliment for our paper, no matter how
hard we have worked for compliments,
have come right out with: "This is
the best thingyou have ever done for
Galup," and "That's the kind of paper
that will make a good impression,"
and "It's the biggest thing that ever
truck town," and "We appreciate mis
more than we can tell," and "We had
Xio idea that you had such a nne print
lnr outfit." and "Such an effort de.
erves great success," and so on and

arrest.
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la aa ear-jnc- r
ami ties'
neeipapei reeled rp
ed aloof about Tbanksfivin' Day! If la tie center with a loop to hart vp
nuptiala on an April mora endows tbs makes a good substitute for a exam
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wille oCLtrs etaiaa tSa tarvtct
bold virtues not to bt iLxUi. . .
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tiers, that become eCsceJ
from courtship to the
way.
would like to have thsir weOi' stav-

cr
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TirrVa Batrtt to lrr!tUcr,
:,ar --t nttJi a kraort
is to meti m trt-c-- i
brawnew ptcaut tar.
'
lie4ia
yea
-have seasoned etiren, havent rouTnew.
I
dont
Kottar "Cciooa,
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vxxman'
majcwcj
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IriMa

dad said Of
are full of pop and ginger.

t!iu. da von want to bT
bride with smilaa an' taw, Decern- maw
sucai wu
tart
beri bride mlcbt dwel torloro
Uaaea "Sub. Looks like aa old
with froatad heart, far fifty veara. . Kent Did you know that eenar ab
cringed boon' dawg to ma." so
An so wttn every monta wo near sorbs Juice T well, it does, terrTore
iastus "Jest so, Hose, jest
soma hoodoo in ita call or threat
always remove any befocs p&tUar
bs pots down three and carries ons.
and that's the reason now I fear your meat away.
that soma of as ahrt married yet I
Wttikataea Wanted
spot af
Facta is. there ain't no certain. Jaw Grease Beet To
I want that man
rv.,.v"nfflMr.
from
Kub
the place
wallpaper.
that governs Cupid in his cams; most grease
Ha
Just
arrested.
gave me a nasty
vrfca
I
married folks that I have saw. were with a piece of flannel dampened
Qakk L&o Tiki
tied op. pretty much the eame wsy. . alcoboL
rat naaty look "Pet
And, while the scientific mind
got fired."
If I airsst ainwypuTl
oil alght-- but
the matrimonial Dulse, ws Ceekiag Egga A spoonful of flow
"What for?"
the
to
judge
prove
to the crease m wuca erg
"For food." (Written by Uncle John for The havsto
mkhty nearly always find thst dates
,
,
gave it to .you.
to be fried wQ prevent
dont finer, in results. . . If fcl-'aGallup
Herald)
CoauBon
lers fail to rrab their peach till rosy from sticking as wea as breakmx-Jons has flitted by, I'd stick around
Leo
Schaoer: "Aren't von aaham.
Leaden:
"Eare yon got a state
Jodgs
Conductor "That child look old license to drive
in easy reach, an' try to land her to E3elaatiat Hatha If you have no ad to be aeon to this court room
ear?' .
lx
to
moth
er than
years.
balls, sprinkle your clothing a man of your seeming
Jnlv. . . . There's blias enouca
Motorist: "Cartaioly. Do you want
to
apIt'a
ability
.
know
I
uli.fuSh.h-hmarried life ler lads ana lassies, one wren turpentine, The moths wu not preciate the batter thincsr
to lea it?"
,
trouble.1
and all and. even a plain or common .come near them.
Prisoner: Now that von aak me had an awful lot of
Leo: "Dost talk back to me. If
wife is bettern bavin' none at alL .
I
believe
this
grot one, what do I want to
judge,
you're
blooming
place
Varnish Stain A varnish or shellac
0
The One That Got Away
aea it for? If you didnt have one.
need a utue paint and fixing
be- sad
removed
with
on
be
be
Bobbed Her Hair
don't
may
spot
"Cheer
clothing
Tessie
up,
That Sugar Squawk
then I'd want to set it?"
"P.
akohoL
cause sne tumeu yuu uvwu.
Our Democratic friends have quit
In the ocean."
flah
iiIim
HOT 03 COLD AIS?
Another Yiewaolat
sounding the tocsin over the high
To Sour Milk If desirous of sourChestnut Charley Tea; but they
o
A
mice of suffer. The sugar question
to
vacationist
Arkansas
was
at
few
add
a
milk
some
drops tracted to
ing
all goldfish."
just
One of the issues of the coming
seems to have dissolved itself satis- of
drivine-- are not
native
who
a
;
kept
:
vinegar
camDafcn Is whether the voters of
a lank, lean pig vp one lane and down
factorily without rushing the Demothe country are going to be influenced
Holmes to Motortowa
cratic narty back into power. One
another.
to
Unable
his
carios
control
Match Scratches
Disfiguring
sack of good marks on
Riudc! "That man in the black by argument and facts, or by billingscan buy a
woodwork, made by acratcn-in- g ity longer, he walked to the fence,
blue car is an enemy to all deal- gate and wind Detroit Free Press.
and
none
know
of
I
its
my
granulated scene sugar here to Potosi
Say
neighbor,
matches, will disappear if rubbed
o
automobile tires."
in
ers
now ror 8.70, or e corns per pounu. j.i,
are
you
business, put why
driving
cut lemon.
THE NEEDED VIEWPOINT
Bick: "How do you know, cnieii"
that pig up and down these lanes
unaer tne oesi eiioru oi nuwnuu
Buck: "A simple deduction, Bick.
la attending to H. C. L. a sack of such
it seems such a waste of time 7
Dyeing Next time when dyeing "Huha
What we need most of all is the
He drives around with only a spare
worth
time
ain't
pig's
sugar set the buyer back about $33. with
a cake variety ol dye, use a soap nothin.
rim on the back of his car and the American viewpoint of Europe and
A saving of (24.26 on 100 pounds of
Gitep."
-- r- tire dealers worry themselves to death not the European viewpoint of what
sugar under Republican ruie as
e
who is going to make the American opinion should be Albany
rule to a subject
wondering
Confessing
against Democratic
the Mother: "Tommy, why dont you go sale."
I. :: Journal.
are willin to flothes. Saves
,.
,,r n.m.r.tlr fri-n- d.
,
hands from dye and hot water.
out and play with that new little boy
drop. Potosi (Mo.) Journal.
next door?"
Cleaning Parchment Lama Shades Tommy:
dont think he to well
Here!
Downtrodden
No
to
wishes
one
clean
their
If
parchto be out yet I played with
Capt Mildred Olson of Chicago deTimes have changed wonderfully. A ment lamp shades take any good pol- enough
him yesterday."
fied censor within Salvation Army few veara asro only bankers owned
ishing cream and put it to a soft
ranks and bobbed her hair. Now she and drove automobiles, but not long cloth.
Rub a small part of the shade
Modern Yea, Modern
n
must report to Commander Booth,
u
n. and then rub off with
AVMVnv
OO BMW
a moist doth.
Bill, VM
kind of eyes do you
whowill rule on "breach of discip-- ,, mKV Wa,
Northweitern railroad sec- - Repeat this until the shade has been Mame: "What
T Do you like
like
man
In
brown, blue,
,ine'
owns
them
one
of
tion crew and every
gone over. You will find tnat your
7'
15c
Canned Corn
machine. Fierson (Iowa; progress shade remains clean for a long while. black or 1gray eyes
a
Bade:
dont care what color eyes
There's enough coal to last 7.000 i
.
15c
Canned
Peas
years, but how many of us hsve been j Let us call to all the people for Hot Tea or Coffee Stains Soak the they have eo long as they have
No. 1 Can Tomatoes
10c
sufficiently foreiighled to put enough thrift and economy, for denial and stained fabric in cold water. Let it "greenbacks."
:
48
Butter
in oar cellars to last that long?
sacrifice, if need be, for a nation-wid- e
remain about twenty minutes, then
;
32c
Jimmy WrUee
Fresh Eggs
drive against extravagance and lux- wring out and pour a few drops of
Green wrote to his mother
Jimmy
44c
1
to
of
Best
lb.
to
recommittal
Coffee
a
simplicity
ury,
on each stain.
After it who was visiting friends in the coun
Why He Made Good
glycerine
7c
lb.
Potatoes
New
George Washington never went to living, to that prudent ana normal has stood several hours wash well try. "Dear Mom: I'm well and hope
per
5c
Europe to find out how to run Ameri plan of life, which is the health of the with cold wster and soap. The stain you are the same. You know archie
Toilet
bar
Soap,
per
ca. Toledo Blade.
will disappear.
republic. Warren U. Harding.
$1-0mets gar's neck, well we was fishing
25 lb. Flour
in
he
fell
in
and
the
pond
up
Saturday
95c
.
5
lb. Lard
Not Bad as Pictured
ETIQUETTE
to it I hurte my hand thrusday beWhen you get down to actual facts
about the distribution of wealth in Some readers from Genevieve, cause the teeth billie jones us to have
aful sharpe. I saw a man in a
the United States it will be seen that Mont., have written me a letter ask was
turn turtle the other day
the people of the counry are not quite ing for the answers to certain ques- automobile
the acquarium. The gas
nesr
right
so bad off as some of the
tions.
Therefore I shall devote this was
in the kitchen the other
leaking
and radical theorists imagine.
article to their interests, and it may
dsy bat it's alright now. I put a pan
Clarksburg (W Va.) Telegram.
interest others also,
under it jimmy."
American
Dear A. Leda:
A Golf Expert
The English complain that second
"What is the
way to refuse
(to farmer husband . who
rate American fiction floods their a man a dance proper
when you nave not has been out
with his son trying to
market. And we've hardly said a word yet the next dance taken and do not
about the English lecturers who have wish to be rude 7" bimply say this. learn to play golf) "Well, how did
found America an easy mark and an "Thank you, but I do not think 111 you ike it7"
NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY
Father "Oh, just so so. Someeasy market for their line of talk. dance this number. I feel a bit tired." times
like
seemed
it
hoeing weeds,
Louisville Courier-JournThat is all that to necessary."
other times just like digging for fish
bait"
Dear A. Leda:
"What is the correct way to enterAll Parts Guaranteed
"
THE ROMANCE OF WORDS
tain a young man when he makes an Motorist "When I bought my car
MID-SUMMER
afternoon call?" This all depends on you
agreed to supply broken parts for
the ability of the hostess. You have
"CRYSTAL"
days."
often heard the phrase, "over the tea- ninety
- Reduced prices on all Summer Goods, and the Stocks
Chas. Iehl: "Sure "What do you
Well that means five o'clock
..AM
cups."
and erroneous
strange
s.
want
i"
THE
comprise many articles of Millinery NSVelties Handtea.
serve
hour
the
When
arrives,
current among the
"One right hand shoulder
Motorist
made Center Pieces, Towels, Guest Towels, Tatting by
some
your friend with
light drink blade, a left ear and five front teeth."
natural philosophers of antiquity
A
few
such as tea or lemonade.
the
Yard, Tatty Baby Caps, New
Felts,
and of modern times down to
small cakes or crackers should go
New Goos arriving daily.
Soft
A Bettinf Backer
and
a comparatively recent
Felts,
with the drink. This gives a delight
SEEKING FACTS ABOUT MOON
Interested Friend "Is your wife a
the origin of crystal,
ful chance to talk and get acquainted,
cook?"
was plainly traceable to the
but if this becomes tiresome, try a good
Proud Husband "Is she? say-- Ill
confusion occasioned by the obHEMSTITCHING AND PICOTINO
Photographic Attempts to Determine
little card game that both know. If
bet my week's salary that she is
the Composition of Strange
your caller prefers to go out, have the beet little can
ject Itself.
in the U.
MAIL
ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION
opener
Area on It
a croquet game, tennis, or take a long S. A."
According to these teachers of
him
walk.
Afterwards
a former day, crystal was Ice
bring
country
SUMMERS
in to have a "little tea." A very pleas
which had undergone a peculiar
Curious results are obtained whe?
Dumb Daa Again
'
be
ant afternoon may
rArfftln nhiiiHm ar riU nt furranhaA tin.
passed this way. He bought a decanter, F. 0. B.
process of Induration so as to
der different lights.
For example,
totnlly hwe Its power of being
expecting it to be
Dear A. Leda:
melted. In fact. Pliny, supportplates of a landscape obtained by In
"Should one unfold their napkin im
fra-re- d
Unlit alve the akv aa let black
ing one error with another,
mediately they are seated at a table,
and trees and grans as white as snow,
states flint rrywtal Is found only
or wait until served 7" A guest may
Ultra-violIn countrlpn which are extreme
photographs or pictures
nut their napkin in their lap as soon
obtained through a quarts lens bear.
ly cold. Up to some two hunss the hostess has taken hers from
11
dred years ago this Idea about
silvered on one side show, white
the table. This is usually immed
the formnrlnn of the substance
garden fluwera ss quite black.
iately. The "unfoldina" consists in
ODeninsr the napkin just once and lay
still persisted, for Sir Thomas
If the moon's whiteness were due to
Browne considers It worth while
the presence of sine oxide, then the
ing lengthwise across the lap. Never
unfold a napkin entirely."
to place It first and foremost
localities In which this substsnce was
the "Vulgar
Errors"
among
present when photographed by ultra
Dear Ai'Leda:
which he sought to dissipate.
violet rays would not appear white,
"If you are a guest at dinner and
but black. This plan has bees tried
Though the mistake Is more
spill your glass of water, what should
In the case of lunar photographs, and
Is
It
than
dangerous,
amu'ng
be done or said!" An apology to the
to the neighborhood of the crater
easy to see how It arose, for the
hostess is all required. "I am vary
Oreek word chrystallos, or Ice,
Arlstarchas It Is dearly shown that
to have been so very clumsy,
sorry
was early transferred to that
there la a considerable area whereof
or words to that effect to sufficient
Celebrathe surface material differs from that
quarts which closely resembles
If there is no maid, take your partly
Desire.
is
Our
Ice.
In a little time It was
to Ita proximity.
folded napkin, lay across the wet I pot
'
and leave it there. If there is a maid.
In ordinary light tbla shows no
tacitly assumed that the two
let her attend to it
substances were the samea
VIM Ul
VA ,UV
U, I.V
im
o
.
extend
belief which persisted for many
invibut repeated photographs token with
City
the quarts lens and sliver lens prove
years.
Wins
to
Exclusive
by lb Wfe1r Bradlcd. tne.)
that some unsusoected substsnce ex
With
ists on thst spot The difficulty la to
V
line
extensive
to show
GuarGood,
determine Its nature. The only way
11.
a
At
Sent.
ALBUQUERQUE.
you
at present, It seems, consists In photoRight,
meeting of creditors held in this city
graphing different rocks until one Is
the
footstylish,
found thst presents the same characon a dol
cents
20
offer
of
comnrotnise
teristics as those of this district of
lar, made by Tobiaa Younis of Gallup,
the moon. There have been noavall-Ingl- y
who runs a store in that town ana an
tried lavas, volcanic debris and
other in Arizona.
minerals of many kinds. Waiblngton
A netition ' to force Younis Into
Star.
bankruptcy was filed some time ago
"
1
wtih the federal court nut no inter
What He Wondered.
be
to show
vened with his compromise offer. His
through
The happy family were seated
debts are listed at $54,368, while his
around the table eating their dinner
listed assets show a paper value ox
,...
.,,. ;
..'.
" when Bobby, the youngest son, broke
133,398.
the silence by asking:
The principal creditors are the
"Dad, could a measuring worm
County Bank of Gallup and
the State National bank of Albuquer
measure the Inside of your stomach V
que, although almost goo separate
"Why do you ask such a silly quescreditors art shown to the
'
tion while wt are eating V spoke the
1
COAL AVENU2 AT.'D
GALLUP'3 CXCLUZIVZ
.
father.
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deliver

ad SERVICE

STORE

al

PRICES

Mid-Summ-

er

date-concer- ning

MILLINERY

TO GALLUP'S INTER TRIBAL INDIAN
CEREMONIAL

Have a good time and Enjoy every moment of our
Earnest
tion

"

Out
Compromise

Younb

we
m the
We
tation to you visit our

us
you our
anteed Footwear, and show
fact lower than you caa buy
wear at other places.

an earnest and cordial
Footwear Store and allow
of
Dependable,
that our Prices are
in
same
dependable

COr.lE IN AND SEE US

We will

pleased

you

our stock.
,

ey

"Oh, nothing; only I Just wondered
If that one that was on the lettuce
yes jsst ate would measure yew

Chances are soma of
1

I

J

.a.

ALl--

We Have No Banaaaa"
antiiein.

l.

ar- AVu
our national

oar newly
V.
A

ia

.

OTE PARED SK3 S1DE & SEG?'
FCCTVZAn

Xf--,f-4-

f-if

rtct i

-

lt

ATn"3 Till

t .titer. , i
sentiments, held la
S3 too respectable quartan, that oar
economic system it faadametry
conueercs to Only tsL'- wrong, that
I iV.i
L.IJ'
kMi
vu
our '(
iwb
Amerka moans,
tie nop of all th&t lodnii,
are living in nauimu slavery.
tlr-- e

s,

c"nzri3

CXY

Work ef Pheteyi shore. It is Cellsvee,
Will Be Pre&ietlve ef Hlcly
,

tills i:zy n:z turn ra

ncrrvi3 a::d l7z:;zz its h:o:;:y

Important

Results.

(Adlasa Delivered at Topeka, April 15, IKZ)

- Aa ambitious scheme
to nap the en
tire sky of Euros is being carried out
TO SANTA
clerks .and other general
CZ?
under the direction of the British
office employes
1.0$ cents weather bureau.
A few wecs axe I dJivered an ad- The bureau, as a
Southern
farmers
i
generally ara a dress
.22 cents
the Clamber of Com- Legal expense
bfre
preliminary to the larger undertaking,
peaceful lot, but itilf they can raiae merce of
.23
Pension
and
death
benefits
cents
ransas
I found on arbaa already successfully mapped the
- rival at Kansas Cty.
cane.;
of
's...
City that amuue Salaries and expenses
of France. Professions! weather
sky
.20
officers
cents
general
menta had been mae to broadcast my
as well as amateur photogobservers,
Still there art more chronic worker remarks by radio. The experience wis
Valuation expense....
.15
cents
.
.28. cents raphers, In all parts of tbs continent
a new one to me to be apparently ad- Miscellaneous expenses
jhan chronic loafers. ;
I
are to be ssked to assist. The work
dressing an audience of say five hun- Depreciation and retirements
HA
is
Intended
of
to
help the science
.ef
dred and yet to be actually talking to equipment and ice plants 3.76 cents
V
meteorology, the progress of which in
thousands. Our agent at Gallup, New Loss, damaae and ui
Mcent years has been due in no little
Mexico, at least seven hundred miles Loss, damage and casualties
1.31 canst measure to the synoptic cards on which
west, told me he heard it distinctly.
A letter from a town in eastern Ohio Kent ox equipment, Joint
are reported simultaneous observations
l.aa Mint. made at different stations.
facilities, etc
It Is
IMU MVM W iJIVf ailW
"
Suphur, Louisiananear he Gulf of interest on bonds and other
475 Department Stores
thought that even wore important re
'chanreA
interest
Mi
Mexico, also heard. Of course, there
sults and much more useful data will
one letter I received was from an em Dividends on capital stock. 8.44 cents be obtained from
synoptic photographs
Taxes
7.85 cents
were many inside those limits. But
of the sky. The photographers will be
The Store Owner's
.
one letter I received was from an em- oaiance available for enlargon lines much the
ing property
6.16 cents asked to
ploye of one of the roads in Kansas
same as were adopted In mspplng the
Reapoaaibiiitjr
and
he
further
wanted
informs'
City
100.00 cents sky of France, sn undertaking that
tion about a certain statement I had '
, .
v This Store
77.
jk
wss completed a month ago; and the
recognises and
made. His letter indicated that he was The first four items
55.37
total
cents
accepts , its responsibility to
of
ana
sre
which
now
results
in
being
interested
what I had to say, even and of this 40.28 cento is in
and lysed. Exposures will be msde dally,
yon and to others in this
though I was talking only to the busi- 15.09 cents in material. wages
There are probably over a
community.
ness men in front of me. It theref ore
period of a week or
thins-about th
occurred to me that nerhaos Santa Fs many interesting:
tnd In short time you will have a
two, twice a day, once at 9 o'clock In
of
Only goods of reliability'
for
diinterest
and
figures
instance,
and serviceability are good
shop employes might be interested in vidends took 13.68 cents, while taxes the morning aid again In the after
"outof-doors- "
own.
Then
will be
all
your
the problems that are confronting the took 7.65
enough for our patrons end
or over half as much aoon. The photographs will be sent
your to enjoy with your femily.
railroads today. Hence I have asked as went tocents,
we unfailingly provide them.
of the property to the national weather bureau, where
the
owners
for this opportunity to say a few and to the
cauaes
the
of
at
conditions
the
westber
who
us
monloaned
people
Buying for our 47$ DepartThink of die comfort, the pleasure and
words to you,1
air wages and salar- the time will be retraced from them.
ment Stores in very large
ey. Then
stockholders of the ies outside again,
Tomorrow
the
40.-2happiness which will be yours. . , r,
of general offices took
' leelsted Prem the World.
8
quantities, it is understood
Santa Fe hold their annual meeting.
while the general office "
cents,
that we secure lowest cash
outSt.
of
one
Kllda,
Lonely
the
The business before the meeting is to took 1.25
Buy your car under the terms of the
cents.
prices.
Hebrides Islands, with a population of
consider the Annual Report of the
There
is
another
statement
in
the 76, Is Just nine months behind the
Board of Directors, showing what the
Thus, selling to you f8r
railroad has done during the past annual report that is extremely inter- sews of the world. When the West
cash, we mark our prices in
such low figures as to asyear. It transacts certain business esting, viz., that the number of stockHIghlnnd steamer Hebrides started for
and elects directors. The really im holders of common stock was on Dec. St. Kllda on Ma; 19, she took s big
sure you important savings.
portant thing connected with the 31st, 41,845 a and of preferred stock. consignment of newspapers, periodicals
This is your safeguard and
total of 64,643 or an
is the Annual Report. This is 22,798, or
meeting
and books to help the fishermen snd
advantage when you buy
rather a formidable document, and I average of 64 V4 shares per person. their families catch
from us.
up with the news,
now
inin
connection
be
ims
you
may
doubt if many of you have ever read
For as little as $5, you can select the Ford
one. I know I had been working for terested to know that the number of or to get acquainted with some of the
latest best seller. For many years
tne company many years before I employes on the pay roll on Decemwant and place your order at once. We
you
took it seriously. But there are in ber 31st was 67,147, eo that the great the number of Inhabitants baa rewill
Santa
Fe
is
put this money in a local bank for you
mained sboqt the same. During the
Systtem
really a partnerit many interesting facts, and aa you
at interest. Each week you add a little
are part of the Santa Fe you may be ship of owners and workers, nearly war the Germans destroyed s wireless
interested in knowing what you have equal in numbers, the owns having station there, snd since then the St.
more. This also draws interest. Soon your
been doing during the year, that is, funished the physical property and Rlldans hsve hsd no connection with
ana
ana
our
fellows
i
you
plus the interest earned, makes
fur.
payments,
having
wnat you in company with the other
the outside world other than the very
nished the skill and the knowledge
the
car
7U,uvo employes nave accomplished.
of the good ship
visits
Infrequent
your own. Come in! Let us give
snd the work. Neither element of
First, you moved 33300,000 tons the
Hebrides.
full
particulars about this new plan.
could
accomyou
have
partnership
of revenue freight, which, by the way,
alone without the
was 16
per cent more than you car plished anything
Audiences Threw Off Heat.
ried in 1921: and you carried 9.680.' property you and I could have done
Bxcltlng plays and motion pictures
000 passengers. But talking in mil nothing, and without us the owners
lions means little as it is hard to com could have done nothing, but together caose the bodily temperature of audiwe have furnshed the public one of encea to rise and result In the throw
million
what
a
w
means, but
prehend
ing off of heat so that Judicious thea
know it means thousands of trains its absolute necessities, viz., transporter owners utilise such plays ss a suband an infinitely greater number of tation.
Next, as to the future. During the stitute for fuel, according to a Boston
locomotive miles: the loading and
storing of vast piles of freight; the past three months we have handled professor of note, who says that he
repairs to equipment; and the keeping the largest business in any first Char hsd made actual tests on thester audi
The time yoa wiil spend of
the track in order every operation ter of anv vear nf tmr hlafnra Th
ences In Boston playhouses, and aa
baaindu
getting your
of this kind being a necessary part of Tim mi. ft im CrfWiA 4nr nntinn&i tu.ini serts that many thester owners ob
training will naceaaarily this great problem of transportation. business. It is your duty and mine to serving this phenomena lower their
Then the report shows the amount try to handle it to the satisfaction of heat supply as acts approach "the
be limitatd. Therefor it
of money received for doing this the public whose very livelihood and end." Fat
behooves yoa to seek the
persons, according to Pro
work and while these results are still happiness depend so much on our effessor Miller, give much more heat
best available.
forts.
is
There
in millions I want to show you certain
really only one serious than thin ones ss well ss
greater
on the horizon, and that is ad
"V
The Western School for facts relative to them. We received cloud
moisture, which Is also benefldsl
verse
The
of
from
legislation.
$48,044.$158,026,000
prosperity
freight,
the
is
Private Secretaries
thester
since
the
atmosphere
sverage
OOOfrom passengers, and $18,453,000 me aanta r e is tnreatened by the radonly school in the southfrom mail, express and miscellaneous. icals everywhere. We ask to be let Is rather dry. Scientific American.
west offering a complete
FIGHT FOR CONVENTION
What. would have happened if our alone for a while and that we be given
"Woman, I told you before I mar
Esstern Hsuteur.
Secretarial training. Here
freight rates had been 10 per cent a chance to see if we cannot solve this
ried you I had a bad heart." "You
lower T It would have meant a de- great question, working under the
The sister of one of my friends re did. Georee. vou did: but as I hoDe
every phase. - of modern
Judging from his past we may ex- .'..
'
crease of $15,802,000. We made a flat laws we now have. I am sure that we cently married s Bostonlan, writes
.
a forceful President. Mr. Cool-ag- e,
pect
business is taught
mean
I
can.
you
you
is
Senator
thought
10
hven,
reduction of
Capper
demanding Balrd Leonard
the New York Mornper cent last year and
having once made up his mind
lower
I
rates.
have
the average shipper declared it was
Methods and textbooks
freight
already Ing Telegraph.
"And where are you na ne" wsease. oyaney suiieun. on a matter of
public policy, has no
shown
10
a
cent
re
you that only
too small to help him, but it means to
per
asked an ancient
are the moat modern
inclination for compromise.
He be
duction means fifteen million dollars from, my dear?"
said
us
I
as
Miss
de
can
I
trace
But,
$15,802,000.
above,
s
Puyster
my
lieves a thing either right or wrong.
and there is always a millions . are uninteresting because off the Santa Fe earnings. He claims dowaaer. surveying her through
?f
Having decided as to the right, he
lorgnette at the first function given De Smith That's
waiting list of positions they are too large. Here, however, that the Santa Fe is so prosperous it for
nothing; I can trace will "fight along that line, if it takes
her In her husband's home town. mine back
before
are some figures we can comprehend can afford to put in lower rates. He
and
for our graduates. -years
years
e.
I
all summer." Waterloo (la.)
The average revenue per ton of is wrong, and what about the Rock "From Texas and Missouri." "Mercy
attempted to reformChicago
Enroll now. The first step
to mention
bort
Is It necessary
Miss.
nad
and
the
the
Island,
mile
hauled
Katy,
was
freight per
slightly
is to send for our new ilmore than fourteen mills, or less than ouri Pacific? Lower rates would alsces?"
'
lustrated booklet, outlinlVi cents per mils. This was lower break those roads, and if they break
An advertisement refers to a motor More people hunt up temptation
r
Got His Answer.
down and their business gets congest
.
led
when
in
cm wheels."
revenue
are
was
the
than
it.
a
than
into
car
as
ex1921,
"home
and
the
courses,
ing
The martinet of s sergeant passed
ed the public must necessarily suffer.
lf
slightly less than fifteen and
plaining our method of inmills, or a little over ltt cents. There Our thought is that if they let us slowly along the line, closely Inspect
dividual instruction.
alone a while we can find out if we ing the equipment of each man as he
are all sorts of statistics of this sort
for instance, the average earnnigs per can lower rates without injury to the went
i
,
At last . he paused before Private
freight train mile were $7.09, and of railroad situation as a whole.
u"
Sfff?
WESTERN SCHOOL
a passenger train mile $2.82, showing In concluding, I wish to ask you to TIM.H.ra'
.!
that freight trains bring us in more help us in our endeavor to handle the
for
"Kverythlng complete t" he asked.
money per mile run than passenger business of the country by turning out
"Yes," was the reply.
SECRETARIES
PRIVATE
turnas
as
possible, by
many engines
tains.
Tea, whatr barked the sergeant.
out
and
as
as
cars
ing
Bu the figures in which you will be
many
possible,
Tijeras at Eight St,
Do you think I'm a dog, or what 7"
most
interested are the following by telling your neighbors what we are
Yes, sergdint," come the mild
Albuquerque, N. M.'
to
do, thus convincing them
maintenance charges, averaged as fol trying
and t he sergeant wondered why
that we should be given a rest from
lows for equipment:
legislation for a year or two. And I "hi company laughed.
1922
: 1921
Per locomotive
v wish to thankforyou one and all for your
efforts snd
your faithfulness, and
$11,216.42
$11,017.02
to congratulate you on the work done
The people always taking the joy
Per locomotive miles..
0.4077
0.4166 and the results attained during the out of life never are the people who!
past year,
Per freight car
fare putting joy into life.
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No Argument

i

'

About It
If You

'

EAT AT

308X6

Per freight car

2,174.14

Per passenger car

2.38U1.

mile.....

0.0203

Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your
Worry
It means you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
Our work is quality work

GALLUP STEM

-

1.--

.

PHONE ICS
er:

THE WHITE CAFE

0.0268

0.0245

Per passenger car

....

327.98

miie.....

A

SCHOOL DA1S

A

SATISFIES

0.0228

I have stated that these reports,
showing millions of tons handled and
millions
of passengers carried and
millions of dollars received, mean but
little to the average reader, so I have
had prepared a statements showing,
first where the Santa Fe 1922 dollar
came from and, second, where the
Santa Fe 1922 dollar went.
Where the 1922 Dollar Came From
Transportation of freight.67.30 cents
Transportation of passengers......
20.72

,.

..l

Switching service
Sources related to passenger
service

..

Merchants Lunch or Supper, 50 Cents

.

cents

.36
.53

cents
cents

.75

cents

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS

Hotel, restaurant and dining service

usu cents
Station had train privileges, and
65 cents
miscellaneous
Rent of equipment, joints facilities
. 1.57 cents
and miscellaneous
Income from investments. 2.65 cents

100.00 cents
Where the 1922 Dollar Went
Maintenance of track, build
15.29 cents
ings, etc.
Maintenance of locomotives,
freight and passenger cars
17.96 cents
Train, station and switching,
and other transportation 20.46 cents
1.66 cents
Traffic agencies
8.62 cents
Fuel
Salaries and' expsases of

...................

,

CITY MARKET

Transportation of mail... 2.01 cents
Transportation of express. 8.3tf cents
Sources related to freight service
--

;

WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT
10

PERCENT DISCOUNT

PHONE 64
QUALITY
1
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der nearly every Frtd&xt of the United States, makes of him
one of tne cert izt:rrrtl:i irrures on American soil.
IlSrZa OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
Recently Ilr. Cob wu asked for an interview by the Los
Anreles Times, to rive hit idea of the nolitical situation, oartic- Easiness Manager and Auiatant Edito uiany aa to uaiiionua Dolitics. and the following is what tnia
A. XL CA73,
.
A. BYUS,
Editor and Assistant Manaar. urand uia uan had to war:
CLCTCSD U. CAETS3,
Superintendent Uechanical Departmwt
"Hiram Johnson ia a recent oublication sneaks of Calif
ornia aa a 'Progressive Republican State.' It is Republican, but
tne portion or it calling themselves 'Progressive Republicans' is
a small interested following of Senator Johnson. It must be
remembered that in 1916 the G.O.P. Reoublicans ignored John
son and in very full State convention sent a strong delegation to
Is
hSa
If
II
Lmtf Cnat Alfrarrt Cortes Sew
Chicago. Johnson then led a delegation selected by himself of
nis progressives on to Chicago and tried, but in vain, to get a
voice in tne convention.
"Hughes was nominated and at the time was repudiated by
REASON
RULE
OF
THE
TRY
Johnson, who then, in Chicago, denounced Roosevelt bitterly
for indorsing the nomination of Hughes. Johnson immediately
Perhaps no one is more familiar with the conflicting ideas prceeded to New York and fell in with Wilcox, chairman of the
of our home dwellers than the editor of this newspaper. Scarce Republican National Committee, and induced him to write a
ly a day passes but he receives some criticism 01 the way in letter advising the Republican nartv in California to support
which the affairs fb the community are run. It would take col Johnson for Senator
"Johnson returned to California and devoted the rest of
umns, and also it would be very unfair, to publish many of these
communications.
the campaign to his own election to the Senate. His object was
The most important thing for our taxpayers to realize is achieved by the most unexampled party perfidy, progrissives
w .
.
!
the
i
i
l
is to be gained by simply complaining and that everylittle
that
xur Tint
wuson anaJ isemocrais
voiinsr
in turn
ior
voting
jonnson.
if
it be accom Subsidized papers headed their editorial columns with Wilson
thing may be gained by constructive crticism
from
panied by an idea of how the condition compiamea ox may oe for President and Johnson for Senator. The ticket Woodrow
Wilson for President and Johnson for Senator, it is well known.
this season.
improved.
style-center- s
It is not a difficult matter to organize a spotless town. All was elected and, Hughes was defeated, but how and by whom
this seaThe style
it needs ia a little study of the principles of community building it was done is not as well known.
and a reasonable amount of money. However, there seems to
"Johnson was repudiated by the G.O.P. in 1916 because in
son around the new Fall
be the rub. The officials cannot get money out of the air. They 1912 he so manipulated the law of the State that we did not and
cannot make improvements without spending money, and the could not vote' for our candidate. William H. Taft. Johnson's
spending of money means a jump in the tax rate. No one need betrayal of the Republican party is unparalleled."
be reminded what happens when there is talk of increased
taxes. The howl echoes even throughout the county.
CHEWING UP $1,000,000
And by this same process of reasoning, let's bring home
the matter of continually increasing taxes. It is a mightly fine
The people of the United States spend upwards of one
thing to talk about surfaced highways, cement streets and sidedollars a week for their chewing gum, and the habit is still
into
we
must
consideration
But
all
take
and
that.
that
walks,
our town and county have but few wealthy people. Men with growing.
The value of the product turned out of the factories of
considerable wealth can't afford to bankrupt themselves just
America
is a little more than double that of the pre-wyear
for the privilege of paying taxes. It is mighty fine to talk
which
was the first year the Government condescended to
1914,
about the great hard surfaced roads of California. Mc
notice the chewing gum industry..
Kinley County and New Mexico could have just as fine roads as
The girls of this and other towns, when they sat in the
California if we had the wealth of California.
One citizen says : "I am glad it is raining every day. Not movies and chewed their gum while their favorite star made
210 COAL AVENUE
alluring twilight, little dreamed the effect they were
that good rains mean' better crop and cattle conditions, but that love in on
tne prosperity of their country. Dignified England
Stetson Hat Headquarters
with muddy roads maybe our people will wake up to the neces naving
at
and her "deplorable chewing habit." but while
her,
laughed
of
surfaced
roads
thruout
the
county."
sity
building
Where will the money come from with which to build sur the sedate Briton was conscienously in the mood of derision he
faced roads thruout the county? And if we could build such was unconsciously falling by the wayside. The year 1920 saw
British flapper, really the original of the species, consum- development of all natural resources, which seems to be the
roads, where will the money come from for future maintainance the American
ing
gum to the tune of $1,120,000 wholesale value
of all.
of such high priced roads?
And so the story runs. France in the same year took $383,000 greatest folly
of
will
not
Prospective buyers
McKinley county property
worth, and other European countries consumed proportionate
buy our property just for the fun of paying a high rate of taxes. quantities.
PATH TO PUBLIC GOOD WILL
Only the consumption of Germany was small, the
to
with
invest
in
property usually have sense
money
People
total
amount
The
the
of
ngure
invested
being $Z60.
capital
enough to know how and where best to invest. A tax ridden shows
beyond doubt that the habit has come to stay. Perhaps
community does not offer- very attractive propositions to pros no
Progressive American railroads have come to realize that
has shown a more remarkable growth. Certainly
best
pectors. We have too much waste territory. We have too few no industry
the
way to cultivate the good will of the public and to
industry presents a more potent argument to prove the tell- - take insurance
manufacturing enterprises. We have but few corporations. We
against misunderstandinir of railroad oroblema
have only a few wealthy people. We have too many poor peo mg enect oi advertising.
is to talk directly to the public through the advertising columns
of the press and especially through the weekly newspapers,
ple, we should pay as we go. We should not go in debt just
THE MINING INDUSTRY
for the fun of it. We should be reasonable, ye should try our
which directly reach travellers and shippers along the "rail'
case by tne rule of reason.
road line.
come to sense the fact that statements maH in
have
(Santa Fe State Record)
They
the mining industry is the backbone of the Drosoeritv authoritatively signed advertisine must be truthful. Wan.
That
HEART TO HEART TALK
of New Mexico for the future, and that it has been of the first the public can so easily check up
anything that may be misimportance in the past few years, is indicated by the recent leading. Following the progressive lead of the Long Island
We invite our readers to accept President Storey's invitoY government investigations of the industrial conditions of the in Railroad, this policy has now been adopted by the largest rail- it
it anai reaat
non
nis address, as published in this issue. dustry in this state.
iuau sysiem in me soum, me aoutnern Hallway System.
careiuny
You will find it a plain and frank statement of facts and condi"The Southern serves the south" is a
Beginning in 1911 with a total production of srold. silver.
n
slogan
tions. Mr. Storey is the president of the Santa Fe Railway Sys- ead. zinc and com)er to the value of $2,704,843. that nroHnp. of this great railroad, with 8,300 miles of lines
into
extending
tem, and because the Santa Fe is one of the geratest railway tion climbed as "high as $34,896,936 in 1917, and then fell to every southern state. The Southern recognizes that its own
systems in the world, what he has to say to you should be con- about twelve millions for the years 1919 and 1920. The year prosperity is. inseparably bound up with that of the south, and
sidered carefully. We say "YOU""because we mean the PUB- laai was about titty thousand dollars less than the output in its published announcements in the advertising columns of the
LIC the public pay all bills.
911.
newspapers, it is expected, will bring the Southern and the
His address was delivered to the Santa Fe shop employees,
v
Tracing this rise and fall of the metal producing industry communnes it serves closely together.
yet every word and every statement he said is for the benefit of the state it shows the financial conditions also, because with
other
Unquestionably,
systems should follow this general
of the public just as much as for the employees of the shops of the falling off of metal production every industry of the state plan of talking frankly to the public,
though there are evithe Santa Fe system.
dences that some roads still clinir to the hnn
suffered, live stock, agriculture and all others.
f
Mr. Storey hit the. nail squarely
on the head when he sava
It would seem that our public men would understand the messages across by means of free nnhlfoiHr a miffing
u
.
.
"
...
111
mat wnat tne railroads and what the public need is to be let importance of encouraging the actual producers, not such lines nothing so beneficial, nothing so honest, as frankly signed, paid
alone. Too much legislation of the radical sort is driving the of trade as only take a profit from the production of the basic
win oiine
is sought.
mi.
n"cV U1C
M
11
Ml nnn
AM
itt
J .... i .2
industries.
The Long Island and the Knnthornpublic
cuiciyuocB aim me uiuusines oi mis nation 10 tne poor nouse
-too much legislation of the radical sort is driving this nation to
And we have a blue sky law which put the brakes on the for ther forward vision.
the mad house.
Demagogues take advantage of the unsettled conditions
and propose radical legislation as the ONLY remedy. Even
BLUEVATER NOTES
Senator'' Capper, with an eye on the White House, lends his
(Herald Correspondence)
ihubic ivr rauical legislation. Ana sucn men as Magnus John'
son, whose battle cry is "raise less corn and more hell." aiiDeal.
Considerable interest ia being maniing to the passion of unrest, just to ride into the United States
fested, over the organization of the
Senate, and the public will have to pay, for every mistake of
Bluewater-TolteIrrigation District.
sucnDiatnersKir.es.
The date for the election of Directors
Read Mr. Storey's speech and allow yourself to think as
is set for Sepfc 20th,
For many years, people who have
you read.
been familar with this secton of the
Of course, if you are a radical you will set up a howl that
country have looked forward to the
Mr. Storey is deliberatetly trying to deceive the public. The
establishment of some adequate sysmusic
that
if
only
you relish,
you are a radical, is that music
tem of storage and distribution of
set to tune by the scale of "raise less corn and more hell," and
water for irrigation; and now that it
looks like a
as sureiy as you join in tne chorus of such radicalism you are
reality a number of people have already come to look over
neaaed straignt to neii no otner route open to your kind.
the
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a
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YOU TELL 'EM
'
(Urban (111.) Courier)
the
railroads
or
them
at sunrise or
Crucifying
shooting
turning them over to government operation will not alter the
fact that wheat went down 10 to 15 cents a bushel in a year
and corn went up approximately 20 to 25 cents in the same
time and under precisely the same transportation conditions.
To explain this circumstance you will have to drag in
some element other than transportation rates and malevolent Wall street conspiracies.
There is a villian at large oppressing the farmer, but at
present Wall street and the railroads have an unimpeachable alibi.
ARTHUR SAYS: Arthur Brisbane is credited with being
the ablest editorial paragrapher on the face of the earth. Mr,
Brisbane is able to tell more in a few lines than many writers
can tell in a whole book. The other day Brisbane said: "Americans now drinking bootleg liquor are simply preparing a rich
harvest for the undertakers."

many inquiries are

being made.
The District will include 10,633
acres of irrigable land and borders on
tne McKinley county line, but is situated in Valencia county. The main
reservoir site as been' pronounced by
expert engineers as "one of the best
in the West."
That portion of the State Highway
which was covered by the recent flood
ia being? worked over.
The work is
under the directon of H. J. Haver-kamp- f.
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Amos Tietjen is again drilling on
the well at the Homer Cantrell
place.
The George A Nash saw mill has
been shut down for some time owing
to the heavy rains that made it impossible .to get sufficient number of
logs into the mill to Justify running.
' The
District: Sphnnl tiat .firfoil
Miis Ruth Collins from Oklahoma, is
principal and will teach the upper
grades. Mrs. D. A. Nielson is the

primary teacher.
lhe fanners who have been delaved
on account of the wet weather are
now Dually engaged in cutting hay
and grain. The third cutting of alfal-f- a
is vary good.: ,
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FIRST SHOW AT 7:39 P. 11
lodges.
to toe cold claim of oV&. Evrial
i
waa made Uonday at AIbvrxr'JS in
i
TAYLOX-NEJLEOthe Jewish ceaietery, attended by tie
heart broken ' parents, accompanied by
SUNDAY, Sect IS.
(Phoenix. Ariz.. Gazette of Sept 8.)
lira. Simeon Danoff and a aistsr of
Tuesday will be marked by the mar
Gilbert' la
Danoff.
Kiss
little
Esther
Barry.
GCC33
riage of Misa Mary Neilaon of Phoe
RUXTONJHNa''
In this connection Mr. and Krs.
Ml wile.''
nix and Joseph Taylor of Santa Ft,
New Serta
Danoff wish to express their appro
New Mexico, the ceremony to occur
Evon Z. Vort of Raman retaraad to ciation and heart-fe- lt
thanks to all
"FIGHTING ELOOD"
in, the afternoon. Keverend Dr. Taye
his ranch on Honda? from Albuquer-qu- who offered sympathy and condolence
No. 1
8XNUINZ
lor of Glendale. brother of the groom
where he had gone to place hi in their hour of bereavement
WW
ia
Pearl
will act as officiant
We have a Good Stock of 5 nieces Misa Katherine and Bettor Vogt
"PLUNDSJt"
The bride will wear a charming
in the University of Now Mexico.
APPRECIATION
Last Episode
fashioned town of white Canton crept
where they are now registered In the
and wil carry a shower of brides roses
Andy Romero request! The Gallup
freshman class.
TC3ACCO
and valley iillies.
MONDAY, Beat IT
Herald to state that ho wishes to exHiss Mabel Bronk. who will serve
For Fire Insurance sea Charles W. press his appreciation to the toed
to se as bridesmaid, has chosen for her
FLOWERS:
Ten
varieties
Repeating Sunday1 Program
Davis. 109 South Second St Phone people of Williams. Arisona, for their lect
from, strictly fresh, direct from frock a lovely shade of blue organdie,
Tto- r,
248.
tf kindness shown his
will
she
arm
with
an
which
Reintwrdt
the
Floral Gardens. Alii
drape
cary
TUESDAY sad WESNS3UT
filo Luna, during bis ilnesi and at the
Foot Call and Casket Ball
N. M.. and at Jenkins Drue Store, of Cecil Brunner roses. Clifford Me-KWallace Bowie and J. J. Gordon are tlm of death and burial. Mr. Luna son,
as
best
8ept 9
will serve the groom
Gaeda
here from Bowie, Colo., to visit old was held in high esteem by many of
man.
Richard Dix and Helen
8 A s A
3 friends and take in the Ceremonial the best citizens of Williams, where The most sensational and thrillinjt Among the sniests from a distance
m
I 1..
Chadwick In
Are riessea 10 O.A
uei g
he had made his home for some time. fire scenes, startling in their heroic who have arrived for the wedding sure
QUDCKSANDSr
Slow motion photography makes it His death occurred August 28.
Miss
ever
screened!
Mid
Helen
and
of
Not
"The
climaxes,
Milwaukee,
Lang
8
Anything
o
Fox News
possible to explain many heretofore
night Alarm," at the Strand next Miss Eugenia Hecox of Rochester,
8 hard things to see and understand. The moat human, realistic screen Thursday
In Stock
New
York.
and
Friday nights.
There are many interesting tnings drama of life as it ia lived ever told
Immediately followinr the cere
THURSDAY tad FRIDAY
about playing golf that can be easily in pictures! A drama inat runs me
of Mr. end Mrs, mony, a course dinner will be served
Walter
son
Ray.
Sept tt-2- 1
and
of
aramut
riches
cruel
seen and understood by watching
kindly pov Geo. A.
been sick for the ths party at Donofrio's.
as
Payne,
e:
Gene Sarazen, the gerat golf player, erty; a drama of boulevards and
The Vitagraph Special
Misa Neilson came to Phoenix the
I
a drama of living, breathing, past week.
which wiU be shown at the tux tnea-tr- e
"THE MIDNIGHT ALARM"
winter from Rochester and since
past
next Tuesday and Wednesday pulsating life! "The Midnight Alarm,"
With Cullen Landia and an all
Miss Estln Burks teacher of Violin, ner residence in the city has made
Star Caat
by the slow photographic pro- at the strand, next xnursaay ana rn-da- y Harmony and Dancing. 801 South 4th scores of friends by her charm of
Furniture ! nights,
Hardware
cess.
nights.
manner and delishtful personality.
Street.
Mr. Taylor is a New Mexico man,
SATURDAY, Sept SI
Mrs. Jose Gonzales left Tuesday to CHURCH OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
Homer Blackwell is now in charge coming from Gallup, where he is con
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
(Episcopal)
Buck Jonea in
of the Candy Shop soft drink and Ice nested with the Santa Fe office.
Rev. A. J. Dowie
Ramos at San Bernardino, Cal. Mrs.
"ROUGH SHOD"
The young couple will spend a short
cream counter.
Lsla
Ramos.
Sixteenth Sunday After Trinity
honeymoon at the Grand Canyon,
Sunshine Comedy
TIHTEWATER NOTES Gonzales was nee
Holy Communion, 8 A. M.
The Carrington Motor Company re after which they will make their home
"4 PLUSHER" ,
H.
Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the
Church School, 9:45 A.
the following Ford sales: Jack in Gallup.
'
port
'
11
(Herald Correspondence)
A Ward, Gamerco, coupe; Joe W. Moore,
Matinee Saturday and Sunday
removal of his offices in Gallup to
o
Morning Prayer and Sermon,
207 South Second street Office hours. M.
Crown Point, roadster; Navajo
Dancinir classes in Ball Room, Rus
A few days ago this scribe, M. 10 to 11 A. M.. 2 to 4 P. H.. and 7 to
o
Jones and family and Mr. and Mrs. Al- 8 P. M. Office phone, 13; residence Leo McDonald returned Wednesday Agency, Fort Defiance, two touring sian Ballet and Toe, held every Saturcars.
day morning at City Club, by Miss
Watch for
bert Butler, ran in for a visit with Mr. phone,
from Nishiti where he had been in
Estin Burks, pupils received from 8
Joe Israel and wife of Whitewater.
fhsrira nf tho ntnra at that olace dur- IDA
HOTEL
Lessons
reasonable.
years
up.
They were not looking for us, but Joe Gonzales will leave shortly for
th lllnesa of Mr. Gruele. the
,
none the less, we were royally enter- San Bernardino, Cal., to join his wife,fpr0priet0r,
Have opened the above named Ho
tained and made to feel quite wel- now on a visit there, and make that!
The great golf player, Gene Sara
come. Also, we were unaware of place their future home.
r
Word from our old friend Fredj tel on the north side. Rooms 25c to
Also zen, will show all the stunts in playthe fact, until our arrival there,
Ramos shows that he is located at ban $1.00. Good accommodations.
You can sometimes tie a man'e
that this waa the 34th anniversary
Mike Bacon will io to Gamerco in Bernardino, Cal., and a business card feed yeard in rear. Your patronage ing golf at the Rex theatre next Tues
hands but never a woman's tongue.
Reulon T. Gallagher.
day and Wednesday nights.
of Mr. Israel's birth. A number a few days to take charge of the jan- - tens us that he is engaged in business solicited.
o
of other people had gathered there itor work for the Gallup American
Meet 'Doc & Fred Colonial Bil- Miss Dora Lynn has gone to Caliana our party swelled tne num- - Coal Company administration build- - !jari Parlor."
fornia for school.
ner to twemy-iou- r.
wnue tne gooa w chaley KOss said:
we just
women were preparing dinner we took couldn't get along without Mike."
Richard Dix and Helen Chadwick
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Goslln have reoccasion to sotoii arouna over Mr. is- at the
will annear in "Quick Sands
rael's ranch. This young farmer is
Leonard Spellman has returned gtrand next Tuesday and Wednesday turned from their vacation trip. They
visited in Gainesville, Fort Worth and
making good. We found there some from Grand junction, ioio., ana we nights,
other Texas points. Mr. Goslin is
of the lragest potatoes and beans that are lniormeu mac m Druugnt iwu
we had seen any where up to that with him one of Colorado's best gifts,
For Insurance of all kinds, see with the jewelry and optical departtime. Also, we found quite a variety a wife. Congratulations.
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second ments of the F. W. Wurm Jewelry
of other farm products, all looking
tf establishment.
Street Phone 248.
for
well. On our return to the house din- - WANTED To buy second-han- d
PICNIC AT TWIN BUTTES
ner was announced, and such a spread
and two rockers. Summers
d
Mrs. Fawn Chandler and three dauwe had not seen for a long time. It Millinery,
ghters, Misses Thelma, Gladys and
(Communicated)
seemed to us that some oi everytntng
ern. were nere irom ounaay uu
that is eatable was on that table. But Miss Helen Crandall, daughter of .Tuesday visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. A. An event long to be remembered by
the new teachers of Gallup was the
when we found that Grandma Wilson Mr a R
... fnrrinonn.
- Wadnea- rt - f left
v. W
iaiueia, uia, vuanuici
Mrs. Chandler was picnic given by the former faculty of
Airs, israers moiner; naa piannea day tor Tucson, Arizona,' to enwr
0f Mr. Daniels.
the menu and otherwise assisted in the third year in the University of 'enr0ute to her new home in Redlands, Gallup to the incoming teachers.
All of the
together with
carymg out a most deiigntiui program Arizona.
Calif., from her former home at the members teachers,
of the board of educo
we ceased to wonder, and proceeded to
Treece Kans.
ation and their families left town at is
CHURCH IN CHRIST
aispose ox wnai we couiu oi tna rouu
four o'clock for "Twin Buttes," where
Phone 237 or call at 101 Coal Avenue i
(Congregational)
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to
things that were before us. The only
most delicious supper was cooked
a
D.
A.
Minister
was
L.
Rev.
from
the
D.,
feature
of
ntriet.lv
the
frnnv
direct,
day
Stark,
fresh,
unpleasant
. ,
v
. ...
'
. .
.i
' "
over the camp fire, with Pecos Val:
illnesss of Mrs. Israel, who was con
v.ta junior nurcn nr
woranip wnn the Reinhardt Floral Uaraens,
best watermellons for desert
fined to her bed at this time. They
first reel of the Bible series of gon, m m and at Jenkins Drug Store. lley's
Needless to say that everyone enhave so many birth day aniversaries motion pictures. These films have
joyed both the trip and picnic and
in that section of our community that been produced at a cost of three mil- and Reddick babies
we felt much disposed to take up our lion doliara and are the finest Bible
Your favorite star, Alice Calhoun, even the Keepers
abode over there. On our return trip pictures ever made. Rev. and Mrs. ax the waif, in "The Midnieht Alarm," cried when it was time to go home.
home that afternoon we stayed ror a stark are getting tnese tor tne ocnooi at the Strand next Thursday and r n The only way that the new teachers
can show their appreciation is by doshort visit at the home of Mr. Walter in order to create greater interest and day nights.
ing unto others the same next year.
Wilson. He also has just cause to be love for the Bible. The adult men and f
Mary A, Bennett.
see
invitted
them
also
and
its
N.
M.,
to
women
proof
of
new
ranch
are
his
Mrs.
Dawson,
Ray Busey
proud
o
and
Ceremonial
the
ducts. Our next stop was at the each Sunday morning.
here
js
attending
FOR RENT: Good room and three
Glenn W. Curtiss has Taken Active Management
10:00 Church School with classes visiting her sister, Mrs. Jerry Farm- home of Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Nelson.
rood meals a day $600.00. Mrs. C. !3
Here we learned that Mrs. weison was lor an ages.
,
'er.
the West Hotel, at 402 W. Coal Avenue, and in
of
A. Carrington, 301 Mesa and Strong
in the sanitarium in Gallup. Her il- l11:00 Morning Worship witn a ser-nethe future it will Be Known as
seemed to be a nervous break- - mon by the pastor on: "Spiritual
For Mutual Life Insurance, see Street.
13
down, caused by the shock of a very Surgery" the third in his series of Charles W. Davis. 109 South Second
tf FOR RENT: Newly furnished two
Street. Phone 218.
regretable affair that had occured a 'Christian Vocation Sermons."
or three room apartments for light
7:30 "Worth While" Service, fea- few evenings previous.
house keeping, two blocks Irom town,
MARRIED
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Jones expect to turing four reels of exceeding fine
1 Inauire at 204 St. 4th St.
leave for Oklahoma next week. Mr. film: a one reel travelogue on "Ja- jones will engage in buying and sell- - pan" by Burton Holmes. This should Miss Anna Daniels, daughter of Mr.
ORCHESTRA WITH PEP
and Mrs. C. A. Daniels of Gallup, was
ing cotton during the fail and winter be of special interest due to theTherecent
sec-on
in
!
fine
these
in
have
to
disaster
married
September
Nippon country.
month. We regret
Albuquerque
The Midnight Jazz Orchestra has
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Hie, her parents being oi tne
M. Jones and famly and Mr.
Miss Burks at 301 South 4th St.
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turn trip
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growth of the trial of Carl C. Magee,
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from
This Jewish New Year is number Albuquerque editor, on the charge of
AlliNOTICE
the Reinhardt Floral Gardefts,
libel of Chief Justice Frank W. Park5,684.
Veson, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store.
All people and all nations have em- er, in Judge Leahy's court at Las
Quail Season Closed in McKinley ployed some plan and method of gas. He was given nearly a year in
and fined.
marking time, The Jews appear to the San Miguel county jail an
County, N. M.
appeal,
have the oldest calendar.
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Magee then was allowed
The Jews are a remarkable people. but, before this was docketed, was
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to attend the
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ment to every car equipped
has something that can be credited to ring on Armijo's motion was
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in "Quick Sands" at the
with them and they cono
evening services. All are invited to appear
Strand next Tuesday and Wednesday
Met
hear this noted tenor sing.
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timers
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Dr.
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Lee and Dorothy Reese,
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Giles Master.
have gone to San Pedro, Cat., where as their guest during the Indian Cere- among our Italians, and a highly resmonial Mrs. Geo. W. Hinman of San pected citizen, met death by accident
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FOR SALE Ford touring car, Al their parents live.
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Young
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citizens while proprietor of the Mont-ezu"
0
Percv Marmount as the fire cap
Hotel at Santa Fe, was in town being ill for some time. She was in
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for a time, then at tain, in "The Midnight Alarm," at the
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now
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Marys
Lee
Mr.
making
Tuesday.
ana jrrtaay sense, but a good many appear to be
home at Belen where he has large real the home of her mother for several Strand next Thursday
trying to conceal it.
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Governors in Horseshoe Pitching Tourney

CAN WHILE FRUIT IS PLENTIFUL
31
"Charlie Moore, Idaho's
"dirt farmer" governor, shown here,
hails with delight the return of
horseshoe pitcblug as a popular
sport because he once waa a champion. He Is going to try again and
Is to pitch against Gov. Pierce of
at NauiDa. Idaho. Sent. 18- tourna,
l9, where the
nient for the Western cuamploushlp
"Horseshoe pitcblug
is scheduled.
Is to my liking," says Gov. Moore,
"It Is a good snort and I am glad to
see It; returning to popularity.
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011us. N L. r. O. AMma.
th annual ttoekholdm' mortlnn to b
,
oomfortable sleeping roomt in Gal-fc- p. went south by way of California and klha. M. M.
.
on
of
Men
th
Tim
of
yaw,
January
fint
l.p.
Say
I
N. , r.
across the desert
Apply to 107 West Mesa.
a w otfttrwla prwrMt
or M by tat
Carson sava his car aim mnh. Hannr P. Iraah. "
ARTICLE VII
u
Th Board f Dineton, ky a majority
oi
EOOX AND "BOARD : Room .d like a watch. It never seemed to mind
all fin raombtn. skall kn pawar to adapt.
board at 105 West HUL
,
ine loaa or camp equipment and its Tk BriaciDal ABTICLt m
tn
sow.
ad
tk
for
nMiad
-affb uj
Ji i
rnmtat of tk corporation, to rui
passengers, but kept rteht on moving? ?
to tk Btat af Ntw
"rn--"
e.
FOX RZNT Three room furnished over every kind of road
the1
afl la iho Btoud fraai anv
ha
ikall
at
(falhm w.ri.i
during
8W. at MM Mamie an. thi.
Apartment Enquire 403 Eaat HUL long tnp.
Isooraittaoa m thay may data notoMarr with
or alwaj at
"Man, alive, I wasnt scared a bit
,"h
they may confer.
Ly..'"1'w,u,,n
without tbt Stat
ARTICLE VIII
when the folks back home told me to of Naw
ba
at
Maska,
Mtabliahad
eareoratkm and tk term
af
Ufa
FOR SALE Mulberry Valour Par. get a new car," said Mr. Carson. "I Boait of IMneton najr
.t .kick place or"laei Thewhich th this
same shall whit and tk ter
lor Sat and Victrola, practically new, knew what the old Buick would do U iaeafporaton. tockkoMtn ana aine-to- for
mination thereof hU D iwsniy-iiv- e
10 j
BwaUan mar ba kala aaa .11
and I was satisfied. In fact, I never
rears from and after th date hereof..
9 iwcoros, at wvo oouia out street
t slBsi tka. saAaaaaa af ek.
IX
ARTICLE
wanted to part with this car at all
OK KBH OtarBfcWMHsMi
Sat Ita amaaU ta.laut
Th amount af th suthorlssd capital stock
until I saw the 1924 Buick. We never Ml office in tk .tat .t Ntw Mexico, and subscribed
for and with which thi corporawwsw
aaa upon wejoaa
tion will commence business and th nam
FOR RENT: Slecoinff room An bad this old boast in a repair shop acian tat wnwi.
be
i
respective)
orporaUaa
may
th
of
ttrrtd,
incorporators and th
ply at 109 W. Mesa Ave Two blocks on the whole trip and she made all H. C. Donny, Oallap. McKlnity County,
New amounts of tk authorised capital stock of
kinds
of
and
did
We
weather.
suck
subscribed
going
Incorporator
by
ouui oi Conn Bouse.
thi company
I
not sleep inside one night from the
as follows t
AETICLS! IV
hares.l5M.vS
I
Chariot
Iehl,
Th
we
and
home
reached
we
time
for
objects
which
until
and for
purse
FOR RENT: Furnished house,
left
ISOS.oe
any of which tola company la fonntd ar John Arm, I share.
corner Hill Ave. and Puerco Drive here."
F. Brock, S thtrst, SSt4.ee.
do any and all of the thin
t
herein tot Henry
forth to th am extent at natural person w. R. chiidtn, tee (harts, iis.eoe.oe.
Inquire Room 16, Page Bid
" ' ARTICLE X
Mignt or oouia 00. nil
There shall be no alackkoldM' liability on
(II To establish and conduct general
FOR SALE: Piano and Singer
saaau account of any of th capital atoca 01 mm
ooy, sen,
un, ana
factor and trade in and dealxcnan(,
with all
Issue.
sewing mac nine, inquire at the office
nr of soods, wares and merchandise, mach- company
f P. P. Martinez, 208 S. Second St
In Witness Whereof, we nave nemuns
oay 01
thi
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Onor before. October 1, Dr. H. G.
Willaon will be located in Page building, rooms 8 and 0.
FOR SALE: Mimeograph, in excellent condition, very cheap. Rev. L.
A. Stark.
.
".
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NOTICE

-

inery, supplies, provisions, and live stock,
oil. coal, petroleum,
mineral, wood and
in
tnertor, and any and all
other commodities of (vary kind, naturt and
description.
(2) To manufacture,
purchase or tther.
wist acquire goods, mere hand it and personal property of every elss, and to hold.
own, mortsaao, sell or otherwise dispose of.
trade, deal In and deal with th same.
(I) To apply for. obtain. rarUter. our- or otherwise acquire, and to hold,
chaae, lea
use, own operate and introduce, and to sell.
otherwise
or
to dispose of any trade
aaslcn
marks, trade names, patents, Inventions, Improvement and processes used In connection
with or secured under letters patent of the
United State or elsewhere or otherwise, and
to use, exercise, develop, front, licenses In
respect of. or otherwise to turn to account
patents, licenses, proany such trade-mark- s,
cesses and th like, or any suck property or

Quail Season Closed in McKinley
County, N. M. .
$25.00 REWARD
For Conviction of anyone violating
above order.
McKinley County Game Pro
tective Association.

f

r hrhto.

Slat

et our hands and teal
August, IMI.
W,

K.

tniLUiiu

JOHN ARM
CHARLES IEHL
HENRY F. BROCK
State of New Mexico

I
)

)
County of McKinley
On this list da
of August. 1B2S. before
Charles
Iehl, Henry
me personally appeared
F. Brock. John Arm, and W. R. Ckllder. to
me known to bt th persons described In and
who executed th
foregoing Instrument and
acknowledged that they executed th Mm a
their free act and deed,
In Witneu Whereof. I nave nereunto am
my hand and official seal th day and year
mat ahnva tarrirraan.
LTJCILE F. PEARSON.
Notary Public.
(SEAL)
commiaaion
September 2. 1925.
expires
My
ENDORSED

tered.

Township 7 N., Ranfe 17 W, N. M.
r. nenoian, nas xuea nouco 01 intention to make three year Proof, to
esuousn claim to the land above
before U. S. Commissioner, at
Ramah, McKinley Co., N. M., on the
tn oay oz uctooer, iwa.
Claimant names as witaeeses:
Luis Chaves, Juan A. Garcia, Salomon Dies. Inea Peralta. all of Atar-que, N. st.
A. M. BERGERE,
(1982)

.Register.

3.

above named.
You will take notice that there haa
been filed in the aforementioned court
at Santa Fe. New Mexico, a complaint
against you, the general objects of
which are to concel the certificate of
citizenship issued you by the District
Court for the County of McKinley,
state of New Mexico, on tho 18th day
01 October, A. u. 1921, and you are
hereby notified that unless you enter
your appearance in the said cause on
or before the first day of November,
l'JZJ. judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default, and
tne said certificate of naturalization
will be cancelled.

'
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DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
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DENTIST
Office s Worn Building
' New Mexico
Gallup

New. Mexico
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EDMUND R. FRENCH
vr
Lawyor
;!.fiV
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;

V-i- !
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Supremo Court Units
States, Supreme Court of Now
Mexico.

lit

'

Office:

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE '
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ATTORNEY AT LAW
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SlOtt WEST
GALLUP,

-

'

Cool Arenoo.

J. W. CHAPMAN,

Architect oral Service In
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SOS
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R. R. AVENUE
.

NSW tlZUCO

th obteeta and
.BMifUd and clause contained In,
where otherthai!.
xeept
Article
this Fourth
wise expressed in said Article, be no wis
to or ln-- m
reference
limited ar restricted ky
af anv other clause
.h
or
article
paragraph of
of this or any other
,.-fie- d
thi certificate, but tna mt ofonjoci.
this Articl
In each of th. claoses
objects.-Th- t
as
Independent
be
hall
regarded
foregoing clause shsll b eonttrued
1
k
.kwia end nowers and it ia hereby
nuin.
axprsssly provided that th foregoing
oration of pcifi power shall not o held
manner
th
powr
in
any
or
limit
restrict
to
"
of this company.
.
Nothing contain, in any 01 vm
to
of thia certificate shall tobe- construed
engage in the
authorise thi company
business of banking or to do ny aet In contravention of the law of th said - tete. ,
ARTICLE V. .;.
.
thta
Tht total authorised epltal itoek of($80.-000
be Eighty Thousand
hU
corporation
M) Dollar, divided into eight hundred
aoai .k.M. n9 the nor value of On Hun
dred (1100.00) Dollars per share, which stock
shall h designated a common stock. At
nek tint or times a th Board of Directors
direct, said capital stock
may, ky resolution
euw
ill
pats - inn tax.ar eoiworana
transter to n ax
tn cask or by th sal

tUSxXr!,'!

Pago BaOdicg.
HOW)

pri.u

a'

Sept

at

ma

Member Bar:

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

P".'?i!h.,''i-t-nfU,th-

Compared

5. 102S

10

A. M.

A U MORRISON,
FC to ICK.

;

Clerk.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 10, IVM.
Nnti.--e
is hereby given that Luis
Diaz, of Cubero, N. M., who, on July
18, 1919, made homestead entry, No.

037507, for SWKNW; NWKSWtt;
Section 34, Township 11 N., Range 8
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Commissioner, at Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N.
M., on the 4th day of October, 1923.
Claimant namea as witnesses:
Ologio Montano, Jose Maria Ballejos,
Pedro Tafoys. Jose Trinidad Romero,
aU of Saa Fidel, N. M.
A. M, BBKUCKIS,

(I81)

lea aa anv other valaabl rkrat o
First Pub. Aug. 26.
few tk 00 and purpoM of said oorporttion,
ia wklth aayasxat for which tksuo of th Last nib. Sept 'L

Register.

COLIN NEBLETT,
U. S. Diatrirt JudM.

Attoot!
A true copy,
t
WM. ROSE, Clerk.
By H. B. GERHART. Demit
(2003)

First Pub.
Last Pub,

i

a eric.

1.

Sept

22

Sept

N. M.

A.M. BERGERE,
. . , Register.
,

(2010)

First Pub. Sept 8.
Last Pub. Oct 6
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office At Santa Fe, N. M.
Aug. 13, 192S

Notice

is

hereby given that Delia

Davidson, of Zuni, New Mex., who, oa
May 1, 1918, made Homestead entry.
No. 035301, for NWU, Section 10,
Township 7N., Range 20W, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intentWITNESS the Honorable Colin ion
to make three year proof to
States
United
District
Neblett,
Judge
claim to the land abort)
for the District of New Mexico, this establish before
U. S. Commissioner,
described,
1st day 01 August, A. D. 1923.
Co. N. M., on th
st
McKinley
Ramah,
WM. ROSE,
(SEAL)
22 day of
Sept 1923.
Clerk, U. S. District Court Claimant
names as witnesses:
District of New Mexico,
Jesus Msxon, of Zuni, New Mex
The name and address of the Plain
B. Hill, of Zuni, New MexH An- tiff's attorney ia George R. Craig, John
iceto Gotuaiex, of Salt Lake, Now
United States Attorney. Post Office
' Nemecino Gonsalez,
of Salt
and business address, Albuquerque, Mex., New
Mex.
Lake,
Mew Mexico.
A. M. BERGERE,
(1958)
Register.
First Pub. Aug. 4
(1975)
Last Pub. Sept. 15.
First Pub. Aug. 18.
Last Pub. Sept. 15
IN THE
Second Publication.

-

(iw.ii....

Mexico, this 202i

LEGAL NOTICE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
on June 11, 1920, mada Homestead on
UNITED STATES IN ANO
try, No. 039651. for SEU. Section 6.
FOR THE DISTRICT
Township 13 N., Range 11 W., N. If.
OF NEW MEXICO
P. M. Meridian, has filed notice of inUNITED STATES OF
tention to make three yrs., Proof, to
AMERICA,
establish claim to the land above desComplainant
cribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
.
No.
100S.
1
McKinley Co., N. M., on tho
LUIGI LJBERATI
)
Equity. Gallup,
10th day of October, 1923.
1
Kesponoent.
Claimant names as witnesses:
SUBPOENA IN CHANCERY
H. Prewitt. Tom Elldns. Josephine)
To
LUIGI LIBERATI.
ResDondent. Ellrina, S. C Young, all of Bluewator.

(41 To mine, die for, bore for, develop
No. U80S
and otherwise obtain from the earth, petro
Cor. Ree'd Vol. 7. Pag 802
leum, rock or carbon oils, natural saa, other
Certificate of Incorporation of
volatile mineral substances and salt ; to manu- MEXICO OIL AND REFINING COMPANY
facture, refine, prepare for market, buy, sell.
(No Stockholders' Liability)
deal in and transport th ism In th crude
ol
Filed in Offic
COMMISSION ,
or refined condition 1 to acquire for these
STATE CORPORATION
aaa and oil lands, leaseholds and
purposes
Of New Mexico
house.
FOR RENT: One
other Interest In real estate and as, oil nd
Sept. 6, 1928. 10 A. M.
Inquire pf Pete Milan at Peoples Mar-f- at
other rirhta. to construct and maintain conA. L. MORRISON, Clark.
duits and lines of tubinc and piping for th Compared:
FC to ICK.
NSW MEXICO
or
of
TATC
natural
oil
for
the
OF
tas
transportation
STATE OF NEW If It Tim
f New Misic
BUt Carptrattan Oaminton af Ntw fttilca public renerally a well as for the use of Stat Caraaratiaa Castaistioa
FOR SALE
to
id corporation;
oil
such
and
transport
CERTIFICATE Or COMfAKiaun
CERTIFICATE OP FILINO
mean
of
such
or
cart
tank
aa
by
America
pipes,
of
)
States
United
United Stott of America .
)
otherwise and to sell and aupply the tame
)ss
Singer Sewing Machine, $35.00.
)
:
other
'
to
and
to
Mexico
oper
Nsw
least,
sll
lay,
buy,
)
of
State
- )
SUta of New Mexico
Pandiculator, $20.00.
to be
annexed
and
line
n.r-h- v
ate
tanks
1.
th
iterate
that
Certified,
pipes,
it
pip
I
filed
Hereby Certified, that then wu
Electric Vulcanizing Outfit, $75.00. forIt record
of
and
used
for
the purpose
transporting
la a full, trut and complete transcript of the
in th offic
of the Stat Cor
of
oils and gas and of doing a general Certificate of Stockholders'
Vacum Cleaner, $20.00.
poration Commission of th State of New storingline and storage
business: to construct MEXICO OIL AND REFINING COMPANY
T. L. Robertson, 303 E. Mesa.
Mexico, on tho Fifth day of September A. D. pipe
oil
maintain
wells,
and
ealt
wells,
gas
Stockholders'
well,
Liability)
'
(No
1823 ; at 10 o'clock A. M.
and refineries, and to buy, sell and deal in
(No. 11804)
Certificate of Incorporation and
oil
to construct and maina same apthereon,
endorsements
Certificate of Stockholder' No Liability or ftaa, all and salt:
the
with
railways, tramways, telegraph and
UNITED STATES DISTRICT
of record in th offic of
What the allies lost at Lausanne the MEXICO OIL AND REFTNINd COMPANY tain
lines necessary or convenient to pears on file and
telephone
Commission.
(No
Stockholder'
COURT
Liability)
th ' Bute Corporation
combusiness
Turks have found. Washnigton Post. WHEREFORE: The incorporator
of
the
of
the
the
prosecution
named In
In Testimony Whereof, th Stat Cor.
The District of New Mexico
For
to cut, manufacture and tell timber
of
pany:
Stat
th
of
who
Commission
and
aid Certificate of Incorporation,
poration
the lands of tho company! to ohta'n and
BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR
If you're obscure you're not so like- have eiarned th same, and their ucceMon from
New Mexico has caused this certifivaluable minDISCHARGE
to be from prepare for market aasuch other
declared
cate to be signed by Its Chairman
are
hereby
and
aaaiarna,
to
found
be
out.
be
discovered in
,
ly
erals or materials
may
to
Commission,
said
of
of
the
fifth
teal
the
September,
day
SEAL and
thii data until
In the Matter of:
) No. 456
:
Co- developing the lands of the company to carry
the City of Santa Fe,
at
affixed
be
Nineteen Hundred and Forty Eiltht,
In
with any or all of said
)
There might not even be any objec- rporation by the name and for th purpose on in connection
on this 6th day of September, A. D.
of
and
business
Bank-Bankrth
buying
selling
purposes
Charles Christman, Jr.,)
11123.
,
tion to the speeder it he didn't speed. aet forth in aaid Certificate.
to do and
and
and
ware
merchandise;
Roods,
M.
LUNA,
J.
.
) ruptcy.
(No. 11808 and 11804)
0
all business properly connected with
Chairman.
In TmHtnnnv Whereof, th State Cor transact
To the Honorable Orie L. Phillips,
or incidental to any or all of said objects Attest:
of
State
of
the
Commiaaion
Hatred.
poration
and purposes.
Judge of the District Court of the
A. L. MORRISON,
New Mexico haa cauiea wis ceruu-cTo draw, make, accept, endorse, dis(fi
This is no place for preachments,
United States, for the District of New
Clerk.
to be atarned by its Chairman
of
and
issue
surplus
dispose
execute,
count,
of Mexico.
but we Just heurd a girl soy of an SEAL and the aeal of aaid Commuwion to certificate, prom'sr-ornotes, warrants and Certificate of Stockholders'
be affixed at the Uity 01 aanta re
Instru- MEXICO OIL AND REFINING COMPANY
other : "I bate her so it makes me
other negotiable or transferable
Charles Chrstman, Jr., of Gallup in
on thi Sth day of September A. D. all
'
Stockholders'
Liability)
Dir(No
ments, in such amounts as the Board of
lck 1"
of McKinley,
and State
of
the
That
1928'
We,
County
Presents:
These
Men
All
By
Know
deem
..
' 1 .1 r. i : i
ectors may
i ,
i
proper.
xt . l
J. M. LtJNA,
in
suiu
That's about all hatred will do for
wnicn the undersigned and Incorporators of Mexico new inexR-uuiBbriui,
respecton
other
business
To
any
carry
(6)
Chairman
fully represents that on the 18th day
may seem to the company capable of being: oil and Refining Company (No stocknoioer
you, dearie; and It won't even touch Attest:
a
conveniently carried on - In connection with Liability) having thia day amy naoPue
of April, 1923, last past, he was duly
the object of your hatred. There's
A. L. MORRISON,
Indirectthe above, or calculated- directly or
the
Clerk.
for
and
thereto
bankrupt under the Acts of
adjudged
render
certificate
proa
or
than
of
value
makes
a
the
to
as
that
separate
enhance
nothing
girl uglier
ly
or purpose of filing therewith, and for the pur- Congress relating to bankruptcy: that
th
property
of
company's
fitably
any
MEXICO
hatred. If for no other reason, you
STATE OF NEW
shall bt no ne nas
pose of declaring that there
f Now Mule rig(V
amy surrendered ail nui proCorporation Cemmlaalen
liability on account of anyeom-pan-ofy
To purchase or otherwise acnulre, hold stockholder
might consider your good looks, and, 8Ut CERTIFICATE
OF COMPARISON
perty and rights of property, and has
said
of
stock
th authorised capital
and reissue the shares 01 its eepicai
If you can't like a person, at least United State of America
with all. the require
a may be Issued, do hereby make, sign, fully complied
v.A. rf.hnhints. or other securities. to con)
save yourself by just forgetting that
ments of said Acts and of the orders
thia certificate.
(8) To hav one or mora office, leas or and acknowledge
of
th
law
with
th
to
I
she exists.
purchase,
That in accordane
duct Its business nd
It la Hereby Certified, that th annexed
ano of the Court touching his bankruptcy,
.
State of Now Mexico, In such ease man ther
otherwis acquire, hoin, improve, uevenw.
I'm writing this so I can clip it out a full, true and eompiei traiucnpi o
Wherefore he prays that he may be
do hereby declare that
wt
convey, morUrage, sell or otherwise dispose provided,
Incoraoration
Of
a
decreed by the Court to have a full
and mall It to you, Little Lady; and MEXICO OIL AND REFINING COMPANY of nd deal In real estate and pemonl pro- shall bt no stockholders' liability on account
of
with of
.tock
authorised capital
any of the
perty snd r'sthta or interests therein, .
maybe some other girls who hate peo. .
.
- w -h aaid Jh discharge from all debts provable
-pi
wnw
.
in and beyond tn limra 01 we oiw
(No. 11B0S)
1
or saia company
against his estate under said bankdistrict
other
ple until It makes them sick will think with th endoraeniento
In
state,
anv
H
and
aa
Mexico,
tame
therton,
here- rupt acts, except such debts as are exStates of America
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, w. hav
It over, as you will when the ngly
on fit. and of record In th ottict of territory of the United
of the unto set our hand and seal th dy nd cepted
and in any colony or dependency
by law from such discharge.
lines of hatred turn all your friends the State Corporation CommiMion.
snd In ny nd year first bov written.
Tsi Tat lHAItl WBOrOOI. tlW JSHIwt? Wlf United States of Amerlc.
Dated this 29th day of May, A. D.
Tlmes-Dis-(stch- ..
IEHL
Richmond
subdivisions
or
CHARLES
countries
polhVcal
distrustful.
1923.
poration ConmlMion of tho SUta of all foreign
W. R. CHILDERS
or dependencies thereof without limit asi --to
v.
u.
Chas. Christman, Jr.,
HENRY F. BROCK
amount and subject to iocsj iwe
n,1 eights of user in rosds
JOHN ARM
Bankrupt.
and oublie nlaeea In th
Mexico
M.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
DR. M.
Trit-i- 4
of Amerlc. or in any for State of New
RUIZ A OVERSON
In the United States District Court
I
eion countries and to transfer the same: to Vm
u.v:nl.
befor.
' Attoraeya-At-La- w
take tnd receive from the United States of On this I
For the District of New Mexico
at August
dy
John
Americ
or any state or territory thereof,
W.
. personally .ppeared
" Chirrs. t
Tn the Matter of:
) No. 456
or ny polltlcl subClinic
country
or
foreign
any
Building
Henry
and
Iehl.
Gsllup
Bfock.
Arm, Charle.
in all Court of
In
)
.
who
ny grant, or grant,
division thereof,
the persons described
be
to
known
t.)
or concessions whatever, to utilise executed th foreirolng Instrument nd
Charles Christman, Jr.,)
Mexico
New
of
business
th
New Mexico and Arizona
with
Gallup
th tarn In connection
that they executed th esms a
ruptcy.
rights or
th company, and to leas,sell grant
of New Mexico ss.
of their free aet nd deed. I
or dtapos
nrivileees in respect to,
hv hereunto set District
In Witness Whereof,
On
of
23rd
this
June, A. D.
ana
day
nfSJ.'
my hand and official seal in oay
.it anil evervthlna necessary last
1923. on reading the petition for dis
abov.
th
eeompllshmnt
for
suitable or proper
w, PEAR90N,
of Charles Christman, Jr.,
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
any
of ny of th purpose r attainment ofeither
Notary Publle charge
(SEAL)
ATKINS
W.
HERMAN
it is ordered by the court,
the object hereinbefore enumerated,
125
ZS,
of
bankrupt,
September
coaimiaslan
expires
Church
Pastot of The Methcdiat
"
alone or In association with other corpora- tfy
that a hearing be had upon the same
ENDORSED
a
principals,
nd individual,
;
firm
tions,
3rd
300
,
Street
.
AND
Residence
ATTORNEY
on the 10th day of August, A. D.
No. 11804
trustees, or
arnta, brokers,in contractors,
Phone No. 288.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 1,
any
1923, before George C. Taylor, Esq.,
general to engage innecea-.mlothersis, and
of
Certiflcste
be
that
may
COUNSELLOR AT LAW
and all lawful business
a Referee in Bankruptcy of aaid
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A M
.,aj.I(1uJ4mi af
bosl- tn
on
in
earning
,
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M. .
OIL AND REFINING COMPANY court, at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
iuij af said corporation andndtorto thedo purny MEXICO (No BtocKnoiaers biaoiiitri
in said district, at 10 o'clock in the
' At Your Service At All Hours.
poses appertaining thereto,
Filed In Offic of
and every other act or acta, thinsor orInthing
forenoon: and that notice thereof bo
Offlco: Pago BulkUuf
COMMISSION
conSTATE CORPORATION
incidental to, growing out f,
Of New Mexico
published in tho Gallup Herald a
nection with Mid business, or any part or

AS
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SaaU Fe, New

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERI03
U. S. Lead Office at Santa Fe, N. H.
Aug. 81, IKS
Notice is hereby given that Maud

First Pub. Aug. 26.
Last Pub. Sept 22.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

August 13, 1923..
hereby given that Juaa
Chabes y Jaramillo, of Ramah, N. M
who, on August 17, 1916, made homo
stead entry, No. 027493, for SEH,
Section 34, Township 10 N., Range 15
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice)
of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S.
at Ramah, McKinley Co.,
N. M., on the 22 day of Sept., 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Valentine Marino, Claromilio Garcia, Estaban Baca, Aciano Mares, aU
of Ramah, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
Register.
Notice

Is

er,

.

(1972)

First Pub. Aug.
Last Pub. Sept.

18.
22.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Aug. 13, 1923.

Notice

is

hereby given that Ira K.

Westbrook, of Crown Point, N. M
who, on November
17, 1919, mado
Homestead entry, No. 030499, fot
Southwest Quarter, Section 28, Township 20 N Range 13W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before United States Commissioner, at Gallup, McKinley Co
N. Mex., on the 20th day of Sept,
1923.

Claimant names as witnesses:
T. H. McCullough, of Thoreau, N.
Mex., B. E. Harrvy, of Thoreau, N.
Mex., B. D. Westbrook, of Crowa
Point, N. Mex., C. W. Burnham, of
Crown Point, N. Mex.
A. M. BERGERE.
RegiaUr.
(1974)

First Pub. Aug. 18.
Last Pub. Sept 15.
and
in
said
district,
newspaper printed
that all known creditors and other
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
persons in interest may appear at the
DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR
and
show
and
said time
cause, if
place
M.
any they have, why the prayer of the U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.1923
August 27,
said petitioner should not be granted.
Notice is hereby given that Rich
And it is further ordered by the
M., who.
court, that the Referee shall send by ard A. Palmer, of Grants, N.
mail to all known creditors, copies of on Nov. 22, 1917, made Homestead
said petition and this order, addressed entry. No. 034309, for (Lots 1 and 12)
Township 12
to them at their places of residence, NEW NEK, SectionN. 26,
M. P.' Meridian,
N Range 9 W.,
as stated.
has filed notice of intention to make
ORIE L. PHILLIPS,
3 year Proof, to establish claim to tho
.
V. S. District Judge.
land above described, before U. 3.
(SEAL)
Commissioner at Grants, N. Max., on
Attest:
the 9th day of October, 1923.
A true copy.
WM. ROSE, .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Clerk.
Carl Carver, of Grants. New Mex
ico, Frank Greere, of Bluowater, Now
By H. B. GERHART,
Deputy Clerk.
Mexico, Tnomas u. Day, oz ciuewacer.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE New Mexico. Henry J. Havrkarc:2,
' UNITED STATES FOR THE
.
of Grants, New Mexico.
;
DISTRICT OF NEW
A. St. abKUai&A,
MEXICO
Resistor.
) No. 456
(2007)
Ia the natter of
' '
In
First Pub. Sept 1
)
;
Last Pub. Scrt 13.
Bank
Charloa Ctuiitnan, Jr.,)
,
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For her ninth birthday. Kiss Thel- ma Griego, pretty little daughter of
Hon. and Mrs. Oscar Griego, gave a
"Theatre Party." A number of her

the character, experience and
financial responsibility of the men who direct
its transactions:
JOHN M. SULLY
is evidenced by

W. H. MORRIS
Capitalist

Gallup State Bink

nt

President Gallup Southwestern Coal Company

-

HORACE MOSES

Manager Gallup American Coal Company

Ethel Clayten In

"WEALT3"

Topica of the Day
AESOPS FABLE
GOLF (one reel) as played by
GENE SARAZEN

WEDNESDAY

"A

'

of
From the docket and records
Judge Schauer'a court we
the following :
Sept. 10 Florencio Mestes, .selling
whiskey, 90 days.
Sept. 10 Jose iispinosa, possession
nf atill. fiO dav's.
The cases were made on complaint
by the sheriff's office.
n. uoug
Marriages: &epi.
and Ruth Butler, both of Tucson,
Arizona. Sept. 10 Wenceslar Mar-tine- s
and Rosa Carrillo, both of Gibson. Sept. 10 Tom Theofiles and
Teresa Carrillo, both of Gamerco.

HENRY DODGE

Capitalist and Stock Raiser

GREGORY PAGE

""""
President Gallup State Bank
President Gallup Mercantile Company

TU2SDAY

From The Docket
Of Judge Sch&uer

SHARP HANSON

"'."

Id he
r

KS

BANK.
IN GALLUP

LARGEST

Repeating
TUESDAY'S PROGRAM

THURSDAY
Gloria Swanson in
"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH

WIFE"
San Laurel

k

e--vnss.

feSJIf

w

FRIDAY

iij

s

Lovers of eolf are invited to be at
the Rex theatre next Tuesday and
Wednesday niehts to see how Gene
protection, whereas the poor often Sarazen plays golf.
HIKE AND LEARN
get the best education for nothing,
Written for The Gallup Herald and, because they get into the common
cool of hard knocks.
Copyrighted by Richard Lloyd Jones)

;

v.

'V

r.T

Repeating
"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH

WIFE"

SATURDAY

.

A Paramount Picture

r

AGNES AYERS IN
"THE HEART RADER"
Snub Pollard two reel comedy
"JACK FROST
WEEKLY NEWS

I

No man can KNOW the earth who
has not walked upon it. The boy who

drove a
along the Erie
Canal knew New York as no boy can
who today rides from Albany to Buffalo on the Empire States Express.
Indiana reckoned time by nights
(aa we do by days), a place was so
many nights away. The night measured their inarch.
Walk from night to night across the
plains and lay your day's experience
upon the map of Africa and you will
Jnst begin to sense the lonely vastness
of the Sahara's sands.
Life's golconda is found by tired
feet Get next to earth if you would
biow it The youth who is carried
He
reaches manhood handicapped.
has to learn how to march while the
battle of life is on.
Buskin said that the children of the
rich often get the worst education of
tow-mu-

le

will make a sunset glorious.
a kind school that sets a boy
down in the middle of a wild wood
and tells him to walk out
Privately we commend the Boy
Scouts and the Camp Fire Girls.
Many parents who approve of the
"hike" would be the first to protest
against its adoption as part of the

real. Jt

Protest Against
Street Dancing

It is
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DELCO-LIGH-

Ever

popular size
not only
the plant iteelf.it includes
moet

Delco-Llhtplantinclu- dea

the freight to Denver; the
actual installation of that
plant ; It includes the stand-

Ezide Batard Delco-Ligtery; thewirinftof your home
for ten lights to be located
anywhere you wish; one
power outlet wherever you
may want it; a standard set
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Interesting Display
By Lebeck & Wylie
The Lebeck A Wylie show windows
presents a display of two old time cap
and ball muzzle loader rifles, the kind
that we old timers used in hunting in
the woods of Georgia, Mississippi and
and other states.
The two old rifles
.in the Lebeck A Wylie window have
a bit of history that if told would recall frontier daya with many an interesting story one was used by Gero-niand the other by Manuelito.
kept the West in fear for many
years and his Apache warriors followed him thru many hard fought battles. Manuelito was the noted Navajo chief, beloved by the biggest band
fit Indians on American soil. Other
articles in the Lebeck A Wylie window are of typical Indian products,
one large Ute Indian water par, made
of grass and pitch, while the other
one large Ute Indian water jar. made
The
loaned by Mra. R, C. Garrett.
rugs are of unique weaves of the Na-

mo

Gamerco.
ing.
Mrs. C. H. Forcyth, of Gamerco, ' MiBS Mayme Gunton who has been
Gib-ion.
has resumed her music class at
clerking at the Ferrante Jewelery
Stole, left Monday lor winslow, Ariz
"
Mrs. Copper of Gallup, and Mrs. R. ona.
,
Mrs. Leoda Alexander who has been vajo type.
D. Bryden were guests of Mrs. L. W.
0
Irick Monday.
visiting her father William Coster,
Mrs. O. H. Sonnie of Gamerco has left Saturday for her home in Denver,
Mr. Louis Nickles, mother and sis
issued invitations for a "BOO" party
ter of Perry, Iowa, were guests of
Thursday afternoon.
Messrs Georee Martin, Ed. Bonier, Miss Jean Taylor for several daya,
Joe Bunnard, and Shorty Link, of Ga they are going overland to the coast.
The last week Rev. Lewis A. Stark,
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. walker and dau D, D.,
merco, motored out to Kit carson'a
paster of the Congregational
Cave Tuesday evening, and enjoyed ghter Caroline were guests at the church has officiated at three marThomas Hughes home Monday evena picnic supper.
The first occurred laat Satriages.
Mrs. Ed Bommel and Mrs. L. W. ing.
urday evening at 9:80 when Mr. HarThe Misses Sadie and Lena ArchiIrick of Gamerco were guests of Mra.
Arnold Runnel! and Mrs. Bee W.
bek left Sunday for Santa Fe where ry
Dr. Washburn Tueaday.
Rodenbeck, both of Gallup. Mr. Run-ne- ll
Elizabeth Bryden. Cornelia Alex they will attend school this year.
ia in railroad work and Mrs. Run-ne- ll
ander. Helen Brown, Beatrice Porter,1 The depositors or the McKmley Co.
has been employed with the Fred
John Black and Wallace Horton were bank met at the Gibson school house Harvey Company.
Monday morning
Mr.
Steve Vidal Rev. Stark united in
among those from Gibson who attend- Wednesday evening,
marriage Mr. R.
ed a picnic Tuesday evening at Fort being in charge.
R. Simon and Miss Maragret Eddy
The Chas, Kettle family are enjoy- both of Winslow,
Wingate, given in honor of Miss
Arizona, and Mr.
ing a visit with Mrs. Kettle, and Mr. Joseph L. Jordon and Miss Jewel W.
Madelyn Cregar.
Mr. and Mrs. forter urocK, 01 ua- - and Mrs. J. J. Richter and son of Tol LeCompte, both of Young, Arizona.
hmerco were visiting home folks laat edo, Ohio.
Mr, Simon is District Manager of the
Mrs. Jewell Kedwell is back on duty Home
Sunday.
Supply Company and his bride
Mr. and Mrs. unapman are enjoy- - at the news stand, after a very plea- was a charming teacher at Winslow.
sant vacation.
ins- a fine new Ford touring car.
Mr. Jordon is a big rancher at Young
Mr. W. B. Johnson of Gallup was a where
The Altar Society 01 the Catholic
his wife taught in the schools.
Gibson
visitor
Chuch meets with Mrs. Julia Iusneck
Wednesday morning.
O;
the
Gibson
J.
Stores
J. Bollinger of
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Lillian Wilson, who has been Company ia leaving Saturday evening
spending her vacation in Kentucky for Oklahoma where he will attend
.
the University this year.
returned Saturday morning.
Mrs.. Everett Woods of the Gibson
Dr. and Mrs. Gaines, Mr. and Mrs.
The following report is made from
R. W. Dennard, and Mrs. Mike Kirk Hotel has been idle for the past few
the records of Judge P. P. Martinez'
nicniced at Gamerco Friday.
days.
Mr. Johnnie Black won the sad- court:
Sepi 8 Married: Tony Dil-isAlbert Henderson wno nas been
and
Nancy Dalguidicie, both of
L.
of
raffled
was
in
dle
horse
J.
California
that
his
by
vacation
spending
Allison;
Sept 10 Married: Paul W.
nd Arizona, returned home the first Jones Tuesday night.
Lon Alexander ia driving the school Trundv of Massachusetts and Ruby E.
of the week.
Conley of San Diego, Cel. This cou
The Hughie Whiteman family spent truck at present.
:"
0
ple were tourists. Sept. 11 Married:
Thursday with Mrs. J. J. Crockett of
Phil Nageller was here from his Felii Obaha and Eleana Peres, both of
Heaton.
-'
Mrs. Ed Wall of Weaver was a Gal ranch in the Zuni mountains Tuesday .Gallup. ; . vs. Antonio
de
contin
Florencio
had
rains
renortetd
and
that
vasquei
visitor
Thursday.
lup
Mrs. Arthur Floyd of Gallup was ued till the ground was too wet for Morales,', suit for board and room.for tlC.Robert Den- harvesting hay and that cutting bay Judgement against
her
slater
visiting
F.fl DcfaiuUnt ukad far saw tral. fi.
nard Thursday.
may 'be postponed till frost falls,
for jlilnCf and
end 01 tM may 01.
w enesC27 ttch weald be
Era. wot rortcr
f--r
'57 U.
with lira. GauU V'uri at CiZz?.
-

plant. See your Delco- - Light
Dealer today. Get him to explain full details of this new
completely installed price
and find out how it has been
made easier than ever before for you to get Delco-Llh- t.

-

Report Made From
Martinez' Record

you can get

Now

Mrs. H. W. Dawson left Wednesday
for Santa Rita where she will spend
a couple of weeka visiting friends.
Mr. and Mra. Lee Tenny who have
resided in Navajo for the past two
years, left Tuesday for Fort Worth,
Texas, where they will make their future home.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kuhns returned
from a very pleasant vacation, spent
in Colorado and at Salt Lake, Utah. Mra. Tom Wilson of Gamerco ia a
patient at St. Mary's Hospital.
Mrs. A. J. Fraser who haa been
quite ill is very much improved and
able to be out
Mr. Tom Fuller is a patient at St.
Mary's hospital this week.
Mrs. Lillian Wilson left Sunday for
.Whitewater where she will teach the
coming year.
Mr. George McMullen who has been
confined to the house for aeveral daya
with illness, ia able to be on duty
again,
Mr. and Mra. C. M. Chapman were
visiting Gallup friends Tuesday even

er

By Rev. Stark

of ten drop lights with sockand
Installation of
standthese lights; and
ard electric light bulbs-t- he
complete installation ready
for you to turn on the lights.
This is the way to buy your
electric light and power

your

ver,

CHICAGO, Sept. 12. Heavy to
killing frosts in Montana, North Dakota and northern Wyoming were reported to the district weather bureau
here today, while grain market reports told of a light frost as far south
at Dekalb, 111. The official temperature at Rockford, 111., was 40 degrees..
Drops in temperature have ocMississi-regio- n
curred over the trans-uppas the cool high area in the far
northwest became more extensive
with
freezing temperatures in the
far northwest became more extensive,
with freezing temperatures ia) the
Canadian northwest and the frontier
sections to the south, according to
weather reports.

Three Weddings

e

yon know1 the
plant
tm toiled price.
The Installed price for the

evening
George Fry, Hughie Frazer, and
Shorty met with what might have
Some
been a very serious accident.
part of the car broke, causing the
accident.
Fortunately none of them
were very seriously injured.

Mr. G. C. Bottenberg who has been
suffering with an infected hand, ia
able to be on duty again, at the Wea

at

Announced for a Farm
Lighting Plant
r' It that
ets
the
ten
highly important la
purchasing any

Killing Frosts in
. Northern States

'
'

their home.
Mrs. Chester Rowten and little in.
Mr. Wm. Kimsey of Gamerco enterneice Juanita Deal of Gallup, spent
Saturday at the M. C. Bingham home tained at a Stag Party Saturday even

out The Lowest COMPLETELY
about

INSTALLED Price

AN ACCIDENT
Gamerco
Sunday

Miss Cleo Davia has not been, able
to attend school the last few daya on
account of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Trowbridge
and family expect to leave for California soon, where they will make

Dealer

T

"CIRCUS DAYS"
PARAMOUNT SPECIAL
"HOLLYWOOD"

ITEMS AND PERSONALS

Near

'

Jackie Coogan in

BY GALLUP HERALD STAFF CORRESPONDENCE

n,
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COMING:

GIBSON SOCIETY KOTES AI1D DOUJGS

CLUB ENTERTAINED
Mrs. Roy Woods and Mrs. John
Blevens entertained the Social and
Civic Club Thursday afternoon at the
The follow
home of Mrs. Blevens.
ing members were present: Mesdames'
Lane, Bonnel, Olive, Myers, Barnes,
McCallaugh, Bradley, Dooley, White-maWithers, Woods, Blevens and
Miss Cecil Barnes. The afternoon was
spent playing "500" after which chicken salad was served. The next meeting will be held at the home of Mrs.
Bonnel at Gamerco.
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President Coolidge's prompt apnea: to the American people to help
relieve the distress In 'Japan, following the unprecedented earthquake
was the keynote for an outpouring of world sympathy
there, Sept.
and helpfulness. The U. S. Army and Navy In the Far East cooperated
with the National Red Cross and in less than twelve hours were rushing all available supplies to the scenes of disaster. Other world powers
also quickly atarted relief activities.'
The President requests that all contributions be sent direct to the
Chairman of the National Red Cross, at Washington, for transmission
to Japan. It ia recalled that Japan contributed $160,000 to the people
of San Frandaco at the time of the earthquake and fire there.
Upper picture shows scene of terror and confusion In Toklo In 1021.
as severe as that which resulted in
following a quake not
the present disaster. Lower; The aea wall at Yokohama, which city with
Tokio. w virtually destroyed.

N. M Sept.
from all the churches in
this city have presented a petition to
the city concil asking that the city
streets no longer be used for dancing.
A number of street. dances have been
held here recently and a number more
school curriculum.
are planned. The council has not yet
Privately conducted they call the taken action on this petition.
n
"hike" wholesome and a helpful reLast June's brides have discovered
creation.
Publicly conducted they
would call it imposition and unwar- by this time that male persons need
substantial food as well aa kisses, and
ranted hardship.
Our private impulses are generally can get along without the latter, In
right. Our greatest difficulty is that pinch, but never the former.
we have not yet learned to do our
"Goodness, daughter, your husband
best things together.
The campfire cements the hearts looks to me as if he were in a very
and enriches the memories of com- bad Humor." "it's all right mamma,
steam he just thinks I'm going to invite you
rades as no
e.
radiator will ever do.
ior dinner. mns
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Comedy

"COLLARS AND CUFFS"

1

0

.

'tV3

Repeating
SUNDAY'S PROGSAU

'

'

J. W.BONTEMS

LY

i:z::oay

closest and dearest little friends were
invited and all attended the theatre.
Cake and refreshmnts were served before attending the theatre and after
the show, they visited the Banner
set
Drug Store where Mrs. Griego
'em up" to some more refreshments.

Director and General Manager Chin Copper Co.
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